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Duran Notes

THE FOLLOWING IS AN ACCURATE SUMMARY OF WHAT WAS SAID DURING THE MEETING;
HOWEVER, IT SHOULD NOT BE RECARDED AS BEING VERBATIM IN ANY SENSE.

(The following are notes taken in a meeting between Dew and Consumers Power
on 9/29/76. Those present include Judd Bacon, Rex Renfrow, Lee Nute, Milt
Wessel and Dave Duran.)

Rex: Larry Bremer to try case, new on case, this assign =ent came from staff meeting
with Consumers Power. Doesn't know whr the answer will be on the expansion
question. It will take them 10 months to come to hearing on the substantive
issues from the date the necessary information is received. ER will still
be filed on 10/22/76. We have told them that this 10 month delay is too long
for us. We intend to file our brief.

Lee: What is the source of the screw-up?

Judd: They had it assigned to someone else.

Rex: Chapar had Marty write up things for him. Marty is now on way to Europe. Dick
Brown was preparing to hear this. He has now come over to take some of my job.
He is not really ready to do this. This is why Bremer is going to do it. On .
the bottom line - we can get them ready to go to hearing. I have given them
Roy Wells and Dick Keeley's name. If we have to go the 6th, they will not be
able to put forward a substantive case at all. If no one meets the burden of
going forward, they should cancel the hearing.

Judd: Ve are very close to getting ready for the interim hearing.
Rex: We have word that MC has his trial schedule up to date and Judge Cavillo confirms

that he is tied up until 11/18/76. We think the Board will give this delay to
him. My main concern is that we don't move that substantive hearing so far

that ue have a delay in the interim hearing. We think -the supplement willout

have to be re-circulated. This will take 90 days minimum. Ycu then have to
work these 90 days into the schedule. This gets us into March. I have a
revised schedule that we will attach to our motion. These changed dates will
be 10/6 and 10/20, delete 10/22, both remain,11/1 = oves to where 12/6 is and
12/6 goes to 12/17. We don't know when the hearing is. This could be between
10/6 and 11/18. Go back to 11/8 date - this date becomes 12/30. In the written
portion 11/1 becomes 11/15 date? 11/22 dates renains the same. 12/9 take out
and 12/13 take cut - change 12/28 to 1/21 and then take 1/10 out and the remainder
of schedule remains the same. Hearing is then on ACRS and enviromnental matters.
Both sets of discussion coming on at same time. This frees up November and the
hearing on suspension. We have to go forward for 10/6 like they are going to be
heard. As soon as we get wcrd that this has been changed we will let you know.

Milt: We should go forward today with what we have worded on.

Rex: He talked about the schedule for 10/6. Dave Rosso, Carol B. - out of our effice.
We have tried to provide time when we can work with witnesses. This will give
us an idea when I intend to work with them and get them ready. I need to seea basic cutline :f what Dow will give us :a ;o ith.
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Duran Notes -2- 9/29/76

Milt: I don't think you need to have agreement on what is going to go on. As far
as what is to be said - we will not say anything unless you want us to say
it - etc. I don't see that you need agreement on this.

Rex: What I mean by agreement - I mean agreement on the facts.

Milt: If there is a question of privilege or trade secret, we will obj ect. If it is
otherwise, we will not get in your hair.

' Rex: This is beautiful'

Milt: 10/4 is Yom Kippur and I have to be home on this date.

Rex: I want to work with the Dow witnesses on Monday, 10/4

Milt.: I hope this will get some answers to you this morning and today. I also teach
and I have to go to New York on 10/7.

Rex: The four main issues form a coalition case. This is not the way I will put the
witnesses on. Underneath them I have put the sub-issues. The witnesses are in
all caps out at the side. I will be glad to answer any questions you may have on
these four issues. '

Rex: Lee, you and I have talked on this. The only problem I have with Temple is that
the original position that Dow had on this and I don't want a witness to get up
there and tell other than the truth.

Milt: We are telling the truth as we see it. It is probably better to have a person
there who has direct knowledge of this and Joe Temple knows more about this then
most people. He knows about the effect of delay. On the question of his lack
of enthusiasm, he will testify to the truth. He will say again what he has stated
to you. He is one member of a board on this. Company policy is different from
his view and we will give you our position on this. We know that Joe Temple
will state that he agrees with the company policy.

Rex: I will be satisfied with this if he in fact does this.
Milt: At some point, we will have a full hearing in this matter.

Judd: We should bring out all these things at the suspension hearings.

Milt: At this point, we are not prepared to give anyone what went on during any
proceedings. I think that correspondence that has gone on between us, internally,
has not been given to you yet. Joe Temple does knew all these things.

Rex: Provided that Joe Temple's positica is how.you have read it out - I will be scre
than happy to go with Joe Temple. I don't know what the pure economics are -
is there an alternative way to get steam to Dcw?
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Milt: I think you will see this in what we will give you today. This position depends
on when you are looking at it. If you look at this right now - the answer is that
nuclear power comes out best. If you look at it in 1983 or 1984 - this will
change.

Lee: He talked about the program Mary Sinclair is going to be on. She may talk about
the 11/74 press release of Joe Temple.

Milt: Be aware that this was done in 1974 and a lot of things have happened since then
and it will be shown that Joe Temple has changed his view now to get in line with
the Dow Board decision. He mentioned all of the factors considered with all thelegal implications that are present in this slutation. I would be very reluctant
to get into these areas. Some are privileged and some are not.

Rex: This is the third big thing on my list. This is the current negotiations that
are going on now.

Judd: They are in abeyance now. I am not quite sure where they are now.

Rex: Those negotiations give me a problem, not so much from the suspension hearing
but from the big hearing. I would like to get them out in_the suspension
hearing. When the big hearing comes out - I would like to work out something
between curselves, some general guidelines as to where we are going. If I have
to put a. person on the stand, I would like to know what he is going to say. This
may come right in the middle of negotiations and this may cause a problem from
this viewpoint.

Milt: This is what I was saying that this will cause a problem because we are not going
to turn over voluntarily what is going on in-house or internally. The answer
to this is that it is obvious from this point (today) the parties have both
asserted rights and interests and we don't really know what to do about these.
We should try to resolve these before 11/15.

.

Rex: If we go forward with the environmental thing - we should set down some reasons
and positions. What I have said is - we are going to do the ER on all of this.

.j.

Judd: If we get this 11/15 continuance, we should be able to sit down and iron this
out.

Milt: In answer to your question - attorney / client privileges - I don't think work
product applies to the negotiations. Another one is the relationship among the
the parties. We will not give this up until compelled to. You would probably
agree with me that we would be very reluctant to expose our internal processes
until there have been some final agree =ent in the negotiations.

Rex:
It doesn't bother me to tell the board that the documents asked for are internal
to Dow and cause a business relationship problem and that they should be subpoenaed
before they are given to Cherry. The other part is - we could get by this if
Lee and Judd could retolve the thing before we get there.

-
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Judd: Not one of us can do it alone - we need a lot of other people to get together
and agree on this.

Milt: I think the picture has improved.

Rex: 1/21/77 is the date for discovery request.

Milt: You will need to be ready to turn these notes over if they are released by the
board.

Rax: I think we can work out if your witness stand is that we can limit it to this

to a great extent - what is your ultimate position vs. wh t you may be able to
go back to. I don't want to put Youngdahl on the stand. What I am going to try
to do is that we will get people to state their ultimate on the ER instead of their
' fall-back positions.

Milt: Let's see what we can do about getting this position refined.

Rex: Rates you are going to charge Dow may become an issue.

Judd: Will Dow take steam and what will Dow do about present fossil facilities?
_

Milt: We are speculating on what this document has in it.

Lee: We have a problem when we get into the air pollution issue. Mr. Friedman with
one of his delegates will be there to hear what we are going to say. They would
love to nail us.

Milt: He handed then a copy of the draft of Joe Temple's testimony. He told them to
look it over and get back to us when they want to discuss it. This was at 9:13 a.m.

THE MEETING ADJOURNED.

THE MEETING CONTINUED AT 10:15 a.m.

Rex: He handed a copy to Milt of a list of witnesses he would like to have for the
hearings.

Milt: We have given the list, the outlines of these questions and if you go further
we run into problems. Give us what you need further and we will see what we
can do with it.

Rex: Most of this stuff is somewhere in the draft and when I put Joe Temple on the
stand I would like to see him testify in my order. In the original contracts -
what we like is the original thing that Dow stated about these in the contracts.

Milt : The intentions may be stated in the centract, but I doubt if Joe Temple can
remember what the intentions were. I don't think Joe Temple could answer this.
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Duran Notes -5- 9/29/76

Rex: If you are going to explain the 1974 modifications, I can put the contracts
into evidence and say they speak for themselves. I would rather put Joe
Temple on the stand and get into this from the beginning. Generally, what
the contracts called for on their part and also what Dow's commitments were
under that contract. When I sny Dow's commitment, I mean Dow committed in
return. I think the water thing comes in here, but we will get into this
later.

Milt: Lee nor I were in here when this was agreed to.

Rex: I don't care on this one where Lee or Milt stated that when this contract
was entered into that Dow's requirements were such and such.

Milt: If you want something beyond the document as to what Dow's requirements were,
we will probably have to go get it.

Rex: I really think I have to get this. What I am really looking for is a person
to feed this information to Joe Temple in a general fashion. I think the
Cocaision asked you people some questions and we came back with some answers.

Judd: Whatever the Commission asked you for and what your answer _s. I assume you have
the FES. Also the contract would have something in respect to Dow's operations
of its own facilities.

*

Rex: Dow probably also stated that they were not going to run their present equipment
and not have air pollution problems. In the 1974 negotiations - what I want is
the changes and requirements and cocmitments made by Dow.

Milt: There are differences as to what these things mean. There have been differences
in these discussions as to whether the non-recoverable under any circumstances or
in the event of some environmental action.

- Judd: I don't think we have to get into the meaning of these clauses but rather the
meaning of change and what Dow wants to do in this matter.

Rex: I am not asking Joe Temple what some of these responses in the draft mean.

Judd: We are going to need further detail in those 1974 changes. You stated that you
are going to be taking 2 million pounds per hour because this is what it states
in the contract.

Rex: What I have tried to do is state this out logically and not in a fashion of
what really happened from 1967 to 1974

Judd: If the board can still conclude that the reason for the original state =ents are
valid, they may see it our way. The third thing is - did Dow commit to build
these sewage building changes in the original contract?,

Lee: This is a separate agreement between Dow and Consumers Pcwer.
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Rex: I would like to fit this into Joe Temple's testimony. This is why I need
it. One of our problems is that we have porta-johns on site and as soon
as you can get this sewage thing completed, we will be able to remove these.
In continuing Michigan Division review - let Joe Temple state why he reviews
this contract f rom time to time. This is separate from the Dow USA Review.

Judd: Important point on Paul Oreffice's position. See Milt on this.

Rex: Stated why Joe Temple made certain statements.

Milt: Why do you wanc Joe Temple's opinion on r.ome of these things. Do you want
Joe Temple's view of certain Court of Appeals findings. I hope you would
let him say just what he stated in here.

Rex: I would hope that you and Joe Temple would sit down and put down some basic
business decisions on this.

Milt: This is what we have tried to do in this draft.
Rex: Mary Sinclair has all of these press releases and Joe Temple is going to be

confronted with this.
.

Milt: You are asking for all the things Joe Temple has thought about this.
Rex: We want it all - this doesn't mean we will use it all but we would like to see it.
Judd: I think we are better off in the long run if we get it off now.
Milt: We have to be very careful about what we are doing in this hearing and what

we may be doing, otherwise like in the negotiations. I don't know how much of
this is privileged information. You are asking for a~ lot of information but
this presents a problem. The ideal thing is that we reach some agreement on
these negotiations before we get to the hearings.

Judd: We want to know what the picture is before we get to the hearings so that they
don't.

Rex: I don't want this problem to come out and interfere with what goes on in the
hearings.

Judd: For our purposes initially - we need to see everything there is.
Rex: We then need the action Joe Terole took based on the Michigan review. You then

had the Dow USA review. We nee . the same things on this.

Milt: If I push further on this information - then we may get into a situation where
Dow immediately files suit against Consur.ers Power.

Rex: What all of this is aimed at are these requirements up here for steam and electricity.
What is the legal implication for breaking the contract. I am not interested inthis. We want to know what you viewed your requirements were initially and whythe'; have changed.
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Milt: What if I was to have a clause in the draft that there are a great number of
other elements involved in a corporation decision and it included many things -
would this do it?

Rex: This would invite a question. I want to get away from this. The requirements
under the original contract is what I want go get. Then we want to get into
the modifications and why. Then we want to get into the Michigan and USA Reviews
and why they reached these decisions. After the USA Review you have present
intent of what Dow needs. This is what we are aiming at in all of the above
- #5. Joe Temple in #2 will tell you what things he is using for consideration
and then in #5 he will tell you these things again. Again - relating back to
steam and electric supply to Dow. He pointed to draft #4 - I need a little
more specific for the board to =ake a decision under NEPA.

Milt: This is what happens when you want us to get more specific. A source of concern
will be our problems of what to do.

Rex: I don't think any lawyer will let us get away with this in a courtroom. I would
state that you are entirely dependent upon Consumers Power to supply your steam.
You have no backup for this steam and if the units go down tell us when you will
be without this backup but with the need still existing.

.

Milt: This is what the thing already says.

Milt: I am more hopeful that when the witness gets on the stand and he is pushed to
these other issues that the lawyers stop you.

Rex: I want Joe Temple to give me an outline on what he wants to say.

Milt: Joe Temple has a great reluctance to say anything.

Milt: Is it possible for Dow to send you a letter on this?

Rex: The Court of Appeals wants to know what Dow's intent is. We have to do this.

Milt: This may be true at the big hearing but not at the suspension hearing.

Rex: I think they want to know this. If Dow's intentions are to run t!. air fossil
fuel operations until 1980 - the board will want to know this. Consumers Power
has already stated that if Dow doesn't need the steam, they will cancel one unit
and move the other to Palisades.

Milt: Judd, you toli Lee that if Dow wants out, this is the end. I nave the feeling
that if what a are asking for is finished, that you are inviting the board to
say that this is such a tenuous thing that this should be put to an end.

Judd: I want to hear them from Joe Temple.

Milt: Once you hear them from Joe Temple, then we have a lot of other problams. It is
my intent to do whatever needs to be done that needs to be done. One may come up
with the conclusions that this is a very tenuous thing. If Joe Temple gets before
the Board and states that it is our intent to take "v" and """ amount of electricity,
.his wil2 suffice.
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Milt: That is fine if that is all you ask him.

Rex: What is Dow really going to do? The answer is "X". Why are you doing this
and why are you there - there has been a stormy relationship between the
parties. I would like to put this out in the best light possible - it is
business judgement. When we talked about it - we are talking about mixing
in 02 and #3. These things seem to be related back to what we said on
day one. The restrictions - I don't know enough about this contract to
know what restrictions you want and this bothered us the most.

Judd: This only went to restrictions on how to use the steam that we get from
Consumers Power. Can we sell this steam to other people?

Rex: Everytime I get back into this - everything than you want to change from day one
flows from your reliability of getting steam.

Lee: You have two things - once it comes on - how reliable will it be and another is
when will we get the steam.

Rex: I am going to have to put Consumers Power on to talk about what they want co
do in selling a portion of their output. I think there is,a distinction between
why Dow wants the contract and why they want it changed from what is going on
now in negotiations. I would like to doublecheck that Joe Temple and Howell are
at least.in agreement of what they are negotiating about.

Milt: I hope they are in agreement as to what they are negotiating about. The June 30
letter to Youngdahl lists several reasons for these negotiations. Let me see
Rex what you need. You want this in a different order - no problem. You want
more specific about the technical aspects about the amount of steam and electricity,
the alternatives for steam and electricity, what the present fossil fuel can
do. You do not want anymore statement of the problem areas underlying hearing.

Judd: We may not need them for testimony but we waat them here.

Rex: I don't want anymore than what you 1. ave in there - I just want it more directly.
Milt: I think I see what you mean.

Rex: I want it from the scope of what Dow needs in steam and electricity.
Milt: Judd, we would like to give you details for our purpose here as long as it

doesn't get into other considerations. Why do we have to talk about the best
effort clause, etc.

Judd: I really don't want to hear this fran a legal side. But I do want to know what
to know what is troubling Joe Temple from a personal side. Why would he make the
statement ne made to the press club?

Milt: You cannot avoid getting into the details as long as you get into the reasons far
our decisions. The thing to say is why get into the reasons at all. This
gets into other areas of consideration. I don't know if what corporation attorneys
say 1; rrivile ed or net. '.~a a t I as :igh:in; is whit ..portance 2s Joe Tenple's
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Milt: opinion? This is what I am fighting about. Joe Temple will answer in rasponse
to such a question - what is bothering him is that he is concerned about
Consumers Power's inability to supply steam and electricity and to share data
in the area of money decisions, etc. These reasons from Joe Temple are his
personally and not necessarily the view of the Board of Directors. Why get into
this at all?

Rex: What I think is best is for us to put on the case ourselves in the best f ashion
we can and shape the facts the best way we can to our best advantage.

Milt: I think that a lot of these things that Joe Temple will say will or may prejudice
ongoing negotiations.

Judd: What are some of the other things he may state if he is asked?

Mtit: He gave some things.

Rex: Bremer told me that if Dow doesn't have a witness with them, we will subpoena .
him.

Silt: Wouldn't it be better if we let them subpoena Joe Temple? -

Rex: I don't think this is the best thing to do.

The Meeting Adjourned at 11:20 a.m.

The Meeting Ccm=enced at 11:40 a.m.

Lee: He talked about the press conference of Consu=ers Power on 10/4 They want
Joe Temple to be there.

Rex: We do not want Joe Temple th,ere.

Rex: Their proposal, the general and policy stuff I see no problem in all of us
being there. On the sensitive stuff, I would assume that Judd would be asked
to leave the room when I am preparing Joe Temple. I will summarize what I want
and need to do - three things - a Dow witness will have to be provided by
Consumers Power or be subpoenaed by another party. Bremer will - how to go
about deciding about what information to put in. We have to talk about 1974
negotiations about current intent and corporate review ~ when I have to include
thosa items that the best way to do that is to put it out in the mest direct
manner and then prepare the witness so that the answer you 3ct will be the
best I can come up with. I have been toying with the idea of not having Joe
Temple as a witness but someone will probably subpoena him so let's just usehim and go f rom there.

Milt: Why don't we go in there and start?

Rex: Let's just talk to him about this general outline. Judd can stay with us on
this.

.
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Milt: Judd may be present on the general stuff and thua on the cross - Judd does not
have to be present then.

I would l'ike to do with Joe Temple - talk about what I am going to need from himRex:
and what things I am going to need from him. I wot'ld then give him a couple of
days for him to put this stuff together and give me an outline of this by myself
and then put it together. I am then setting aside next Monday for getting together
with him. But before this meeting I need to see what he is going to come up with.
I need this by Friday at the close of business. You can get to me by Saturday
at Jackson.

The Meeting Continued With Joe Temple Present.

Milt: Joe, we are going to go into those alternatives concerning D'ow's needs and
requirements for steam and electricity and our intentit: - in these areas and

the legal aspects of what we have if to sue Consumers Power or anything innot
that area.

Milt: He went into the general guidelines that Rex put out.

Rex: In that outline, Joe, what I am really looking for is the-steam and electricity
part of it. This is what I want you to focus on. I know that any corporation
that signs a contract that is to be completed in 1974 and is no scheduled to
be compl'eted in 1981 must review their options from time. In this review there
are resons why you come to the conclusions of going forward with it or not. Youmust look at the availability, reliability and safety of it. What I ac looking
f or in this outline - I want to go through the hcssle Dow has been through to
insure themselves that this steam will be there in 1981. If this is not going
to be there you are going to continue your review of the situation. I want
it more detailed than you have provided in Milt Wessel's draft.

Temple: I think we would be willing to proclaim that it was a very good idea in the
beginning-and if we were on steam today it would still be a good idea.

Rex: We want to limit to Dow's intent today in this hearing. There is no way this
can be limited houever because of the other parties.

Temple: Will the hearing board let the parties get into my personal views regardless of
its relevance?

Milt: He read the prefacing statement that Joe Temple may read to the 'aoard.

Rex: I don't want Jce Temple to start off saying this initially even though he mayhave to say something like it in the hearing process. He stated that Joe Temple
should become sensitive to the fact that he should state it is his personal
opinion rather than Dow's. He will say that we have requested that Dow provide
us a witness. When we get down to the 1976 decision date, we get down to what
Dow's position was and their reasons for it. Once again, I am talking about
steam and electricity and not about other things. What I am really looking for
are your alternatives to these two areas. You made these decisicas and passed
them up through the system. Then Dow "SA made a decision n it. As snor as
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Rex: this is brought out - the other side is going to ask you what your personal
opinion is and we will object but to no avail. What we are going to do today
is - some of the reasons of your own as to why you arrived at your decisions
i: a personal sense - we need to handle this for cross exam and we are doing
rifs preparing without Judd being present. On those negotiations - we will.

havo to get into your intent just a little bit further. You may be asked about
what Consumers Power intent is in these negotiations and we will get you a copy
of what Consumers Power will want you to say on this. You would probably go
on the stand on 10/6 or 10/7 and your statements would be as of that date.
We are going to do the questior ag by oral means. What becomes important is
not the idea you want to convey but the words you use to convey it.

Temple: Why not write it down if your words are what you are?

Rex: I am really interested in your words. You talk different than you write.
This is why I would like you to prepare an outline from you in your own words
responding to the outline I have given you. Give me this by Saturday and I
will look at this and get back to you on Monday.

Milt: What about delaying until Tuesday?

Rex: I think we are going to be doing this on Tuesday anyway. I would rather start
with him on Monday.

Milt: I would 1ike as much more specifics we can give him on what our requirements
are and it doesn't have to be written in this form but rather in a raw data
form and then put into Joe Temple's own words.

Rex: What I really want is that Dow was really reviewing a business decision. This is
the proper thing for you to do and continue to do. I would rather that you air
on the side of too much on your outline rather than not enough. I need to get
into a lot about this.

Temple: I hope I don't have to get into an area than a Jim Burroughs or an economic
evaluator could answer.

Rex: The data you get fron other people should be put into a file and kept. This will
allow us to get that person on as a backup witness because we are not going to
put you on the stand as an expert in any of these areas.

Judd: One of Cherry's tactics is to take a person cst of his particular area of expertise.

Milt: If we have a coal gasification plan.

Rex: If we are asked to talk about best cost / benefit alternatives - you should not bring
up this coal gasification item because you have stated that the nuclear power
steam is the most economical alternative to ao that.

Milt: No one went into Dow's operations to see if there are other ways to generate
steam.
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Rex: If Dow would have stated that the best alternative was not nuclear steam thea we
would be in an area where.

Milt : We have to be careful that tais coal gasification does not get into the trade
secret area.

Rex: I don't intend to raise the issue of nuclear steam vs. non-nuclear steam in the
suspension part of the proceeding. It is a greater probability that when they
redo the cost / benefit analysis they will get into this for the big hearing and
we will get into this.

Temple: The data we get on the nuclear thing is what we get from Consu=ers Power and we
look at it for our purposes. The base set of facts is one set of numbers but
we look at it from different viewpoints. The alternative review dees not
spring from information we get from Consumers Power. This is internally
generated.

Milt: What we will try and get for you by Saturday is response through the 1-6 items
(including attaching documents if necessary) to the best of our ability. What
time on P.onday?

Rex: At 8:00 a.m. in the morning with the possibility of going "through Tuesday until
finished. Let's start with the baciup paper right away and go from there.

Milt: In your planning, are you going to use Joe as the second witness?

Rex: I have to go with Keeley first because he will go through the consumers Power
area. The next guy has to be Dow. After this is the environmental impact guy.

.

Temple: When does Steve come in?

Rex: We can play with Joe and Steve.
.

Judd: We have already talked about the discovery file. Make sure this is made up.
Rex: Separate out the privileged information from the other file.

Judd: Proposal from air pollution control people. Press releases concering Joe's
remarks. Notices under the contract regarding estimated take and reserve
capacity.

Rex: We don't have much time to comply with the descovery request on the
big hearing.

Lee: Please put a file together of the documents to back up your position.
Temple: When we have a backup person, make sure he has the backup material that heworked from.

DIE MEETING ADJOURNED
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THE FOLLOWING IS AN ACCURATE SUMMARY OF WHAT WAS SAID DURING ~HE MEETING;
HOWEVER, IT SHOULD NOT BE REGARDED AS BEING VERBATIM IN ANY SENSE.

(The following are notes takan in a meeting between Dow and Consumers Power
on 10/12/76. Those present include Judd Bacon, Rex Renfrow, Dave Rosso,
Milt Wessel, Lee Nute and Dave Duran. The meeting commenced at 10:45 a.m.)

Rex: Of fice is consolidating all correspondence and once this is done, we will send
copy of Order granting Motion to Court of Appeals.

Milt: He talked about letter f.om Cherry asking for discovery and he then read a
draf t of a letter he is considering sending to Cherry in this matter.

Judd: Stated that he has deletions to suggest - last sentence regarding paragraph 3 of
Dow's.

Lee: Talked about the MCS meeting with Mary Sinclair is going to give us a problem.
Judd: This doesn't give him a problem.

Lee: Talked about labor organizations that have requested to appear at hearing.
Rex: Stated that he got a call from Arnold who stated that he was upset about what

the poss'ible shutdown would have on the labor force in this area.

Lee: There are about ten requests that we have.

Rex: To a limited extent, he felt that their appearance would be the best way to
handle their concern.

Judd: Possible effect on the co=munity.
.

Rex: Seabrook case - impact on community. He feels that if this gets to a closed
case, we could go to this type of information to try to give the co=munity
an idea of the impact on them which will result from a shutdown.

Judd: Anyone in local governrent who keeps statistics on what effect a shutdown will
have on the community.

Tex: Dr. Wayne North of the Midland County Commission are the enes who have this
type of information and could get this to you.

Lee: The Chamber of Cocmerce had a resident director but he is gone and I don't
know if anyone does this now.

Milt: This is a very rough question to anst,ar once it gets past Consumers Power plant.
Lee: 'Jhere dces the Seabrook case stand?.

Rex: The Ccamission states that they are going to review this because the Appeal
Board doesn't have scrething in front of them. We plan to file an amicua
curiae brief in this matter.
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Judd: Briefs are due on 18th and oral argument on 24th.

Rex: Talked about the intricacies of the Seabreok case. He then handed out a
copy of the revised Midland hearing schedule.

Milt: What is wrong with what we gave you - we think this is in first draft.

Judd: We see it as an outline.

Lee: Are you going to do it in question and answer form?

Rex: We don't want to do it in question and answer form.

Milt: Let me tell you where I think we are today - the first thing I gave you was
my doing; the second one was Lee's doing. As to form - who does this is not
important. As to right now - what we have given you is final in terms of
what Joe has to offer.

Judd: You have done a good job on what you have done - we have some holes that
need to be filled.

Milt: Once Joe is in the picture, this is then done. What I am ,really asking you
for is what do you need in the first and second draft? At this point we have
done everything that needs to be done and the dates are not now logical. The
week of 10/25, I am in Toranto.

Rosso: We will accom=odate your schedule. We want to go down through the material you
have given us and ask questions that we may have about it.

Milt: This is fine.

Rex: I would rather see more than what we will end up with in Joe's testimony than
what we have already asked for. We have not really decided what to put in in
terms of cross and direct.

dosso: We viewed this document as to what you want to say about this and then we will
have to review them.

Milt: I want to say again that we are not a party and this is Consu=ers Power document
as to what to put in. Joe wants to be sure that it is accurate and complete.
Apart from questions of trade secrets n.id privilege, we will share that
information that you feel is important. You will be authoring party and we
are not.

Rosso: We share this understanding. Let's start with the material on the alternatives.
This would be in the area of graphs where we have the most questions. Cauld youtell us what the assu=ptions are that are not stated in chcrt t/1?

Judd: We need both assumptions and what you are going to do about scrubbers.

Rex: When we do cost analysis, we go to coal units. We uant to know if the difference
between our costs and your costs are identified. This is why the various bases
are important so we can understand this.
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Lee: These were the charts used in the Dow USA Review. My understanding is that
the "B" study, you have a copy of this. Gil has a copy of this. This report
has all the information that you may need on this. The coal costs of 1.62 is
one that Consumers Power gave to us. We think all the numbers are those
that Consumers Power gave to Dow.

Rex: You and I need to get together because these are based on old coal costs.

Lee: W3 chink these are the new coal costs.

Judd: Are all. capital Black & Veatch?

Lee: Yes. I w.11 ask Jim because he thought you had this impression.

Judd: What about the escalation costs?

Lee: The coal costs figure is 1982. The escalation figure is a Dow figure of
9%.

Judd: (made a reference which I didn't catch)

Lee: You want what was presented to the Dow Board and this la what the chart shows.

(Note: Discussion centered on what the charts mean and where they are coming from -
15-20% ROI.)

Milt: This is here because this was presented to the Board. Joe has a graph that he
worked up and we would be glad to share this with you.

Rex: Let's see them.

Milt: He went through a discussion on ROI. The ROI need is different depending on
what the type of investment was with actual costs. What the basis for the
Board's decision is a difficult thing to pin down - it is not important - what
is important is that this is the decision.

Lee: He handed out Joe's charts on this to Consumers Power.

Judd: He talked about this coming up on cross and he stated that thia should be
answered according to what was actually done.

Rex: The strongest part of why we cannot stand a delay is because of Dow. Tnis
question of delay is why Joe has to come up with this type of reasoning.
It would be nice to be able to get the negotiations out of the way. Thesecharts, since they are Joe's, may be better to check.

Rosso: You may not need to use any charts at all.

Rex: We will not argue with Dow that your coal costs are too low. The truth isprobably somewhere in the middle.
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Judd: The only thing that is relevant is - does Dow still want steam and what are
they going to do about tt.eir present fossil fuel facilities?

Rosso: We have not made the technical decision as to how much of this material to
put in. He then stated what Joe's position should be as told to Consumers
Power. He mentioned that Joe should state that Dow is reviewing all the time
and that they have come up with the conclusion to take steam and power from
Consumers Power, etc. We need to look at what infonnation you have given
us and talk to you about this.

Rex: I would like to sit down with Lee next week and run through your documents.
This may give me a better feel for what is in those documents. This is in
relation to your information on cost / benefit analysis.

Milt: I don't know what information or document you are talking about. I don't
see any purpose at all to having you do this. We have done what you requested
and now it is your job to look it over and t.all us what more you need. You
should see any documents you should see and may have some questions about, but
we think you should tell us now that - this is what you actually want from us
at this point in time.

Judd: Aside from direct - we need to review all documents because of the request for
We will have to see this anyway.cross.

Milt: What documents are you talking about?

Rex: I don't want current negotiation documents right now. He stated that he hopes
Judd and Lee could get together on these current negotiations. What we need
the backup documents of what has taken place in the past.

Lee: There were four meetings on current negotiations. Our notes of those meetings -
Consu=ers Power has the first two meetings.

Milt: Dow gave you minutes of those notes and Consumers Power stated that they were
not satisfied with the content.

Rosso: I would like to get into this now.

Judd: I want to have Chart #4 explained to him.

Lee: He explained this.

Rosso: We need this information for cross preparation. Another reason we need this
information is that Cherry may want to get into what Dow's position will be
6 months from now and what information they base this decision on.

Re:: As soon as we stated that we cannot stand another delay because of Dou's problem -
Cherry will want to get into Dow's deciaion and position.

Ro sso: Everything we have from you is strongly slanted towards the economic side.
Maybe we need to look at all the other things that were looked into. I wouldlike to see a list of what you considered.
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Milt: Once you get into this area, then you get into an area of how much Dow can
rely on Consumers Power and Cherry would have a field day with this.

Rosso: We viewed the information you gave us as a step towards our making a decision
on what to put into Joe's testimony. Maybe we should start off paragraph by
paragraph.

Rex: Let's do this.

Rex: Talked about putting in all the contracts because they have never been entered
into the record. The water contract should be looked at to determine when
it was created and whether or not it has been changed. If it has not been
changed, it is not impor tant. Sewage contract - Lee stated that we have signed
an agreement with Consumers Power and it has been requested by Consu=ers
Power to be changed - this change is now in the process but not agreed to.
We will check on this. I want to know about some of these changes in terms
of whether or not they will have a way of affecting the cost / benefit analysis.

Rosso: The question is: Do we have to put in the contracts or just the steam contract?

Milt: I would suggest that the original contracts plus the changes be put into the
record. Put them in through Consumers Power witness. -

(The parties then engaged in a review of Joe Temple's draft as follows:)

I. Original contracts.

Rosso: Commented on Dow's reference to need for steam and electricity.

Judd: Where is Dow going to take the 20 million pounds of steam? Is this at the
source of the pipe, etc.?

Rex: Is the 20 millien pounds per hour tied to 4 cillion pounds per hour?
Judd: No' There are different interpretations as to what the 20 million pounds actually

mean.

Rex: It is my understanding that 20 million has some bearing on the 1974 chaages in
relation to the 4 million requirement. What I would like to see on this 20
million is to separate it out from the 4 million requirement and put down on
the 20 million the fact that Dow upon certain notice take up to the total steam
capacity.

Milt: Why don't we say that in 1974 we have made changes in these areas.

Rex: The Court of Appeals is saying that the entire cost / benefit analysis is up for
grabs and if an item has not changed from its original position, then we do net
have to worry about it. Conversely, we are trying tu prepare our direct case
and we feel we need to put in the original contracts and then the changes so
that the cost / benefit analysis can then be redone. We may want to take out the
'.nformation on this original con:racts and start with the 1974 mot'idications.
This may be the approach we want to take. This eliminates "I" and starts with
"II" Thia may be acu ;e wan: :o proceed but :nis decision .nli be made later.
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Rex: Who understands how to calculate the cost of steam?

Lee: Burroughs knows how to do this. We may not want Jim to testify to this
or Joe for that matter. We think Consumers Power should testify to this.

Milt: We don't want to get beyond the limited areas put together by the Board.
Some of these things are of concern between Dow and Consumers Power, but we
should not get this in front of the Board.

Rex: We want to be sure that Burroughs and Keeley calculate the rate in the same
manner or at least come up with the same rate.

Lee: The important thing to state is that the rate will be set by the Michigan
PUC and this is the important thing to remember.

Judd: He asked Lee when the next negotiation meeting should be set up.

(Rosso made a statement which I didn't get.)

II. 1974 Negotiations.

Rex: Talked about non-recoverables on page II-2.
_

Lee: Pointed out that the definition of NR was changed.,

Rosso: Talked about 2 million of steam was arrived at and why it was important.
Rex:

Stated that 't was arrived at from both sides - Dow wanted 2 million andi

Consu=ers Power stated that this was a minimum ana they planned below which
Consumers Power generation of power would fall.

In respech to II,b,1 - we should know how Dow is going to make sure theirRosso:
present facilities will run beyond 1980.

Rex:
He asked Lee to get a su= mary of what has been spent in the past to keepthese plants up.

Lee: He stated that he would get this, plus infor=ation on what we may have to spendin the future to keep up the plants.

Rex: Is there a place that we can go to get the information as to what it took to
keep these plants going?

Lee:
I think that this inforancion has to be looked for and obtained from cthers.

Rex: Not only do we have to tell what Dow spent in keeping its piants going, but
also why they need the steam by a certain date because Dow is going tc haveto shut these things down at some future date. On IIC - has any decisionbeen made on this?

Lee: He stated that we are going to do it but we have not taken any steps to implement
this. It uili take a fossil fuel plant is. nuciaar but we are 7. t sure .t a t iador fossil fuel plant. .
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Judd: Are you going to use these plants all the tLae?

Lee: We will use it depending on the amount of time Consumers Power goes down and it
will be operational all the time.

Rex: Are you far enough along with these plans to tell the Board or Staff what you
were going to put in and what effect this may have on air pollution?

Lee: We are not really sure where we are going to be in this area in terms of what
alternatives to go with.

Rosso: Are these going to be new plants?

Lee: Yes they are. Whatever we put in will have to meet the new air quality source.
Rex: He expressed a fear that we may be caught using two different sets of costs

between the Black & Vestch study vs. what our costs were based upon. This is
in the area of the cost for 1 million pounds of steam vs. the Black & Veatch
type study.

Lee: We have not really looked at what it would cost to deliver 1 million pounds of
steam because we have not reached a decision on what kind of system to go with.

5ex: This lead type is such that you still have time to make this decision.

211t: This is true.

Rex: We will come back to you on this one.

III. Continuing Michigan Division Review.

Rosso: It is i=portant that the final decision that t'he Board is the thing we are
looking for.

Milt: This was my point exactly and why we felt reluctant to answer the questions
from Consumers Power as they were asked. In IIIC, we were concerned uith
putting down Joe's reasons because this gets us into a very sensitive area.
If we get into this area on cross, I will object on the basis of privilege,
irrelevance, etc.

Rosso: On III, what were the reasons Joe came up with hia decisions?

Milt: This is a sensitive area.we have talked about at length and what difference
does it make to the entire case.

Rosso: In considering what to put into direct testimony, we will be trying to anticipate
what Cherry is going to ask in cross. We may either put it in in our direct
case or be ready to meet it should it ccme out in cross. These are our alternatives.
My original stand was not to get into the Division review and the reasons for
that review being reversed. Now you are telling me that Cherry will have this
information and nov I am cencerned about this.
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Milt: We should have Joe testify that, because of the ongoing negotiations, we would
be reluctant to get into this area because of its sensitive nature.

Rosso: We are going to have to think alot about this one.

Milt: You should make this judgment about whether you want to do it or not.

Rex: One of the reasons I want the economic stuff is because if we decide the
Board needs it to make a decision.

Milt: Joe's concern has to do with the reliability of Consu=ers Power as a continuing
supplier even after the plant comes on board. These are Joe's concerns. This
feeling may not have been instrumental in the Board making its decision - they
probably made their decision on the economics of the case and this is why Rex
wants this economic information.

Rosso: I don't want to second guess Rex, but I hear what he says about Joe's position
and I want to form my own opinion.

Lee: He talked about how the decision was made by the Dow USA Board.

Rosso: Is there anything further to discuss on IIIC?
.

Rex: I'd like to know what the witness will say when I ask him his opinion on a
particular subject. This is why we need to know if there are any documents
in existence that have a bearing on this. It would be helpful to get a 5
or 6 page thing on Joe's opinions in this area.

Lee: He asked Judd to leave the room. Joe Temple was nov discussed in the meeting
at 2:15p.m.

Milt: Stated what Joe's position was and why he has this feeling. - Credibilit,y
problems with Consumers Power because of Consumers Power actions over the years.
- new contract agreement and then could not continue the plant because of
money problems - Youngdahl's entire demeanor in the ma' ter. - fuel purchase
position sale. - financing by Consumers Power, disclosure by Consumers Power
to Dow. - coal requirements for future, Consumers Power in paper. - Consumers
Power failure to tell Dow about delays and why. - track record of Consu=ers
Power was not one which would lead one to have much confidence in their
ability. - a lot of what Cherry states about Consumers Power is really true.

Rex: Does what you have told me about Joe's position find its way into the release
from Joe to the Board?

Milt: Most of what Joe sent to the Board does not contain many of the things we have
just talked about.

Lee: He talked about his own experiences with Judd at a meeting with Dcw and
Consumers Power on this issue. Consumers Power told Joe to be sure that
he was ready to go on the witness stand and did not ask Joe what Se was
going to say. Finally, Joe told Consumers Power at this meeting what his
parsonal feelings ser? abcut Consumers P:ver.
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Milt; One consideration that Joe may not be swayed by is that crude petro is the
lifeline of Dow and they need nuclear fuel development to protect this and
free up oil for other uses. Talks about Consumers Power attitude in
negotiations and their refusal to really address the problem and make
decisions about what Dow is asking for in regard to changes in the contract.

Rex: If I and Dave Rosso can go back to Consumers Power and tell them that Consumers
Power should try and conclude these negotiations because it would remove a
great number of items of concern when we get to hearing. How many of the
things would be taken care of if the negotiations were finalized?

Milt: If he gets all the changes he wants in related to a definite of liability -
he will be happy and the various problems will not exist.

Rosso: If we were to put in an "out" date now, this would be very harmful to our
position in the suspension hearing.

Milt: Youngdahl thinks that we have the right to just walk away and Judd keeps
saying Dow does not have that right.

Lee: He talks about other examples of Consumers ?ower thinking te can get out by
1985.

Milt: If Consumers Power says that 1985 is when the plant is going on stream -
most of Dow will say that Dow will walk on this.

Rosso: Our position is: we cannot stand anymore delays and there is a possibility
that Dow will walk because of another delay.

Milt: The cost / benefit analysis is af fected dramatically by the two year delay in
construction and this has to be considered.

Rex: On the substantive issues: we have a winner. On the suspension hearing
we have a problem because the Appeal Board may not realize that Dow does

have until 1935 before they are forced to act on the decision of whethernot

to start on other plants or not.

(Lee Nute made a reference which I missed.)

Re::- On the issue of documents regarding the negotiations, some of the documents
have been turned over to Consumers Power and some of them have not. He asked
Lee if Dow t.as a file of documents that they have sent to Consumers Power and
if so, he would like to just get a place to sit down and go thrt agh these
documents.

Lee: This request could be complied with.

Re:: I would cut off looking at the documents in the negotiations that you have not
given to Consuners Power.
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Lee: A problem lies in the area of subcommittee meetings where Jim /Keeley are
arguing about some of these things.

Rosso: What is the nature of the documents that Consumers Power has not seen?

Lee: There is a lot of privileged information plus a lot of information that is
confidential in-house, but is discoverable.

Rosso: This gives us a problem if it is discoverable.

Milt: If Cherry asks you get it from us, we may refuse to do this and then
run the risk of getting it subpoenaed. We would hope not to have to deal
with this at all because we would hope the entire area could be regarded
as irrelevant.

Rex: In relation to how to handle the sensitive documents, at the time we are
going to testify you turn over all the documents used to support your testimony.
This will depend on which direction we take on direct.

Milt: This case or lawsuit is Consumers Power's responsibility and we will try to
make sure that we help you in your endeavor. He once again stated that the
sensitivity of the documents regarding current negotiations causes a problem.

Rosso: Our concern about this is that the Board is running scared with intervenors
in general and the applicant will probably lose in the long run. Now, if
Rex comes up to see you, he will be given to review all those documents that
you do not consider confidential or privileged. Can you give us a list of
what you consider confidential?

Milt: This would be no problem, as long as you do not need the confidential material
that relates to ongoinC negotiations between Dow and Consumers Power.

Rosso: A document that was intrical to the decision making process with Dow should
be included, excluding those documents that are confidential from an in-house
stand in relation to the ongoing negotiations. Can you give us this list?

Lee: As you have outlined it, this would be no problem to supply this.
IV. Dow USA Review.

Rosso: What was the decision of the negotiating team?

Lee: The negotiating team position was: there is no longer a probability or a
possibility that the nuclear plant would be good for Dov's Midland Plant.
This waa stated by Joe to Youngdahl on Septenbar 13. This was the decisionthat the Board reversed.

Charts on IV3.

Judd: Is there a spare copy of the Black & Veatch report around?

Lee: He went to get a coo'r of this or ta find one.
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Rosso: On page 2, he asked about the statement concerning the uncertainties that
were not considered. He would prefer not to see language that they were not
discussed nor resolved.

Lee: Black & Veatch did an economic study of what it would cost to build a plant
that is sinilar to what is contained in the slide. We have copies of it and
will give it to you.

Rex: Put it in the pile of documents I will see later. I want to make sure that
the figures used are consistent with tha figures used for Campbell #3.

V. Present Intent.

Rosso: Do you have any information that shows steam needs beyond 1982?

Lee: No, we don't.

Rex: He asked for energy conservation information within Dow.

Lee: We have had an EC program for many years in Dow.

Rosso: He asked about the statement in paragraph 3 on 300,000 kilowatt needs.

Lee: For use at the Dow Midland Plant - we need at least 300,000 kilowatts at
the presEnt ti=e.

Rosso: Are Consumers Power cost projections based on Dow taking 300,000 kilowatts?
If they are, we need to know this because of your statement in paragraph B.

Rex: I don't think Consumers Power projections are based on this.

Rosso: Are the numbers you gave us also assuming that you are going to generate some
electric power yourselves?

Lee: I am not sure on this.

Rosso: What we need is that Dow will need "X" number of kilowatts for their process
and "Y" number will be taken from Consumers Power and "Z" number will be generated
by your own facilities.

Lee: If Consumers Power's steam facilities come on and give it to us econcaically
enough, we would not have to generate our own steam.

Rex: If you plan on adding on any equipment, will it reduce these emissions?

Lee: The emissions vary cn what we are burning. We do not plan on adding any
equipment to reduce these emissions like scrubbers or tall stacks.

!!ilt : Let's talk about schedule. Who is going to work with Joe?

Rex: Either Dave or I will talk to and prepare Joe.
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Rosso: I think we will go back and sit down and come to a decision on what approach
we want to take. This should be made in the next two days. This decision
must come after we see your documents. Then one of us will sit down and
do some writing on this. Then we would like to be able to check our draft
against what the people who have worked on this. We then want to sit down
with Joe with this draft. This could come as early as next week or the
beginning of the following week.

Rex: I would like to come up about 10/18 and 10/19 to look at the documents. Then
Dave and I have to go to Jackson on 10/19 and set up a meeting with Joe on
10/22.

Milt: Joe will not be available on 10/22. On the 11/8-15 period of time - .

Rex: If we make a decision between now and 10/13, I will come up on 10/18 and look
at documents. Dave will start writing on 10/14. We will give you the draf t on
10/19 and come up and discuss it with Joe on 10/20. (8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.)

Milt: If another day is needed before 11/15, let's make it 10/29 or 11/1.

Rex: Af ter 10/20, this will give Joe nine ' days to write up his testimony. If Joe's
testimony is good, we may or may not have a meeting on 11/1 af ter receiving
Joe's testimony on 10/29. Let's start with witness preparation with Joe on
11/8. If more is needed, we will go with 11/12 with Joe. Let's talke about
who goes when as a witness: Keeley; Joe; Howell; Power; Costs - or something
of this nature.

Lee: He went over what Rex needs in the way of documents from Dow: -- money sunk
in power plants to keep them going; -- list of documents we regard confidential
with regard to Consumers Power; -- Black & Veatch study; -- backup documents,
all documents relating to what we have discussed relating to the testimony
excluding confidential documents with Consumers Power; -- need 1971 documents
regarding negotiations at that time; -- 2 sets of notes for 1976 negotiations
that we have given to Consumers Power.

The Meeting Adjourned at 4:25 p.m.
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THE FOLLOWING IS AN ACCURATE SUMMARY OF WHAT WAS SAID DURING THE MEETING;
HOWEVER, IT SHOULD NOT BE REGARDED AS BEING VERBATIM IN ANY SENSE.

(The following are notes taken in a meeting between Dow and Consumers Power
on 11/1/76. Those present include Rex Renfrow, Dave Rosso, Milt Wessel, Lee
Nute and Dave Duran. The meeting commenced at 8:45 a.m.)

Rosso: We are here to talk about Joe Temple's testimony.

Rex: What about the documents I want to take back with us? -

Milt: Are you talking about the documents I have sealed?

Rex: He talked about the documents that he is going to let Cherry see in Jackson.
He talked about the documents of meetings held with Consumers Power. He
stated Cherry would be asked to sign a protective order.

Milt: We really don't care if Cherry sees it, we don't want Consumers Power to
see them without letting us see their documents. He talked about our rights
under the protective order. If we are forced to let the documents out under
the protective order, we want to see like documents from Consumers Power.

Rex: He talked about notes that Consumers Power has like Keeley's notes. He stated
that Dow would be able to see these. He stated that he doesn't have any meeting
neces like Dow has. He talked about Youngdahl's notes that he stated he would
not let out until he has to.

Rosso: Both Youngdahl's and Dow's documents would be under protective order.

Milt: He talked about the protective order again. He stated that if Dow is forced
to show Consumers the notes, Dow wants to see like notes from Consumers Power.

Rex: Consumers Power doesn't have notes of the meeting like Dow.

Milt: He went over the terms of the protective order between Dow and Consumers Power.
The documents that you, Rex, asked about initially are being protected under the
same order.

Rex: We don't want to see the subject of continuing negotiations aired in public.

Milt: We agree with this.

Lee: You may not want to bring some of this other stuff to light.

Rex: I may want to use this stuff strictly for a smokescreen type effect.
Rosso: He talked about the letter Consumers Power sent out regarding discovery to

Cherry that may be held in Jackson.
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Lee: What about getting out of the hearing?

Rex: We haven't heard anything on this. I don't know when we will hear anything
or if we will. We may want to use this as a leverage to tell the ASLB that
it should be delayed because it is now before the Commission. What about the
ER? Have you had a chance to look at this?

Lee: I have it to Jim and he is looking at it.

Rex: I have a meeting with the Mayor and Superintendent to talk about the impact
of delay. He talked about the 1 million pound backup system. I don't want
to get into a debate with Dow at the hearing on the economics of this. It would
be better if we agreed on the figures. He stated that the price of coal is
increasing at a rapid rate. Maybe we can get back to this. He then talked
about the way the legal work on certification and other things are going to
be handled.

.

Rosso: Let's start this thing on Joe's testimony. The main problem I have with it is
it reads more like an affidavit than tes.timony. He went through why he had
drafted the testimony in the first place. He wanted it to flow from Howell's
testimony to Joe's. He talked about why he put in certain terms to " flavor"
the testimony. I don't know why you cut out some of this stuff or why you
went back to an affidavit format. I as trying to work you back to working
from =y draft rather than your draft.

Milt: It was not done inadvertently. What was done was done with a lot of thinking.
The third person format was different from what you would put it is consistent
with what was done in the earlier proceedings. It may be different from what
you are doing now, but it is not different from what was done earlier. We
are concerned with what may happen on Joe's cross exam. We are not concerned
with what may happen in your direct testimony case. He stated that he would

to make it very clear on the testimony that this was Consu=ers ?ower doin;want

and not Dow',s. This is because we are concerned with Consumers Power coming
back at a later date and saying that Dow shot the thing down. He talked about
this problem.

Rosso: I guess I don't follow this.

Milt: He talke.d about the questions that Consumers Power gave Dow to answer.

Rosso: You are concerned with Consumers Power making Dow make statements about certain
things like concerning negotiations and then have this brought out by Cherry.

Milt: Ne are also concerned that ence some of this stuf f is out on the table, then people
may tend to select the things that would show that the negotiations between Dow
and Consumers Power are of a very tenuous nature. This could be very easily
brought out on cross exam.

Rosso: Would it be better if it was of a question and answer format?
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Milt: This would at least show that the testimony was being brought out in response
to Consumers Power questions and not a product solely of Dow.

Rosso: Why do you feel we were being disingenous?

Milt: Dow is very interested in maintaining its rights to leave its options open.
We think that Dow has a good case if for a cause of action basal on the "best -

efforts" clause with Consumers Power. We have stated nothing about this.
We do want to leave this option and others open. A lot of this depends on
what is agreed upon during continuing negotiations. I thought we made this
clear when we talked about Joe's views.

Rosso: I thought you were only talking about the cost factor and the energy factor.
I thought you stated that if these were not a problem - then you would be
prepared to go forward with this.

Milt: We are also concerned with the reliability factor. He talked about this.
All those things are there and if Joe is pushed he will say them. Joe has
two concerns - he supports Consumers Power's efforts but that he also will
not jeopardize Dow's rights.

Rosso: He talked about the fact that he did not have in the testimony that Dow is
concerned about Consumers Power reliability to handle steam and if it comes to
a certain point, Dow will walk. He stated that he didn' t say this because it
would lo,se the case.

Milt: He went through the original draf t and showed that one could read into the
statements about supply options that there are several ways to allow Dow to
meet their needs. What we are concerned about is Consumers Power coming back
and accusing Dow of trying to mess the thing up. He then talked about Joe's
stating that he is familiar with Howell's testimony. He stated that he was
uncomfortable with this statment because Joe may or =ay not be familiar with
Howell's testimony. He talked about whether or not Dow will agree with Consumers
Power on what is principle among the things that are going back and forth
between the two. Why can't you just say that the contracts speak for themselves.

Rosso: We think that Howell's testimony would be directly out of the contract and Joe
should not have any problem with this.

Milt: Joe has not seen Howell's affidavit.

Rex: We are willing to send it up to Joe for him to see.

Milt: He would be characterizing the document and this is done by accepting Howe!1's
testimony. Why do you have to have Joe characterire Howell's testimony:

?so s so : Because this is factually correct of what the contract is all about in 197'
changes and it would be better if Joe af firms this on direct instead of on crass.

Lee: There is violent disagree =e t between the parties on what changes were principle
and what they meant.

.
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Rosso: We covered this problem in the last sentence of our statement.

Rex: The only time this becomes important is in the case of abandonment. What we
have tried to do is go into the changes that effect the cost / benefit analysis
for the Commission.

Milt: Where do you say this?

Rex: We don't say it per se.

Milt: If Joe doesn't make this clear in the hearing, it could come back to haunt
us later on in a possible lawsuit with Consumers Power. This is why we do not
want us to characterize Howell's testimony as factually correct.

Rosso: I would agree with you that the statement "following principle changes" could
create a problem. However, I made these statements with the contract in front
of me.

Milt: The proper way to do this is to say that the contract speaks for itself.

Rosso: Can we do this in time to file testimony by the 5tt.?
_

Lee: Your relationship with Joe will be very important to this. He has been through
all the drafts of everything and if you want to get a witness hostile to you
this will happen if you have him go through it again. He also feels less kindly
towards Consumers Power than before. He doesn't like Judd. I don't think Joe
will agree to go through this again. I will sit down uith you and go through
this with you as to why we made the changes we did.

Rosso: I have never met Joe and I don't know what his impression of me will be. He
talked about this.

Milt: He talked about the feeling one gets in the adversary process that the other
side is trying to screw them. He talked about the letter Judd sent to Lee
on Dow being withdrawn as a party.

Rex: A discussion ensued on the content of the letter.

Lee: He stated that Surroughs stated that his remark was what he would do if he
was pushed today.

Milt: One little episode is not a problem. You must put it in context with what
has gone on among the parties in the past.

Lee: We are at a point now where we, Dow and Consumers Power, do not trust each
other at all. He doesn't trust Judd. He thinks Judd is out there trying
to screw them.

Rosso: We are not trying to get anyone in this situation.
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Milt: This may be your intent but we are reacting this way because of the way the
parties have acted in the past and the basic feeling of mistrust. What is
wrong with saying that the contract is a valid contract and speaks for itself.

Rex: There is an easier way to do this. Let Joe sit there and hear what Howell
says. Then we get Joe on the stand and ask him if he agrees with what Howell
says. If he agrees he will say so. But we need to know if he agrees. We
may leave it out of the testimony that we have to put in on the 5th but we
need to know what he is going to state on the 16th.

Rosso: We want Joe to basically trust us during the hearing and that he can feel
that we are his friends, etc. The way the testimony is now it gives one the
impression that something has been left out. It needs some more transitional
type language in it.

Rex: Why don't we start with what Lee has given us keeping in mind what we are doing
this for. If we want things that you have left out that we want to be put back
in we can talk about this.

Milt: We have to look at the change in relationship to whether it will have a
significant af fect on future problems between Dow and Cons' users Power.

Rex: We would, review it and hope that you wo 21d review Howell's testimony and let
us know if there are any problems with what he is going to say on the contract.
Take out references you prepared the draft in response to Consumers Power's
questions. Then you can write a letter to us stating the reason why you want
to leave it out and refer the various drafts.

Milt: This would be okay, but it begs someone to ask about this if it comes up. Why
get into a problem with having to refer to a separate piece of paper on this.

Rosso: He talked about the problem.

Milt: In October 20 letter from Lee - we have agreed to include things that would be
decided by Consumers Power for use in their brief.

, Rosso: What about doing it in question and answer? It would eliminate the need for a
letter and other things.

Rex: Fine, let's do this but we want to go through this. Let's go back to the first
paragraph. I would like to add that the testimony was prepared ur.lar my super-
vision and is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge. The second thing
I will like to do is pull out all the numbers. I would like it in first person
rather than third.

Milt: I have no trouble with this.

R2x: I would like to add in his experience about position in 1973 - add that at that
time he became f amiliar with the situation and knows what is going on. He tal' ed
050ut the statement " constantly reviewed contracts since 1974". Let's try to
get by the 1967 to 1974 period as accurately as possible. Let's say -
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Rex: "Since 1967 when the contracts were originally set forth" paragraph, take out
"is constantly" and substitute "has periodically" reviewed.

Milt: Made a statement which I missed.

Rex: Get whatever was factual about 1967-1974 in the draft. New, on page #2, you
may want to consider adding that Dow is going to continue to review as a result
of any significant changes or happenings in the matter.

Lee: This is stated later in the draft.
Rex: He asked Lee to talk to Joe about the. On 3.1 and 3.2, can't you put 4 and

5 after 2 and then follow with 3? This would flow better.
Rosso: I don't have anything on 2. On 3.2 change the parenthetical to reflect what

the reality is. On 4 on page 5 - you may want to change it in some manner as
to what Dow will do in the event of any significant changes.

Milt: This is a significant problem - Consumers Power is going to pick uhat question
to as! and Joe will answer it. If Joe is asked a question and he doesn't come
through as having answered the question, he will be criticized for this. We
don't want Joe to get into this section. In an question ahd answer format, this
may not happen and it will be better for Joe. He is not going to say anything
about possible legal action against Consumers Power unless asked.

Rex: Dow may want to respond to a question that Dow was to reserve its options.

Milt: The board got the impression that Consu=ers Power wants Door co produce a witness
that didn't know what has gone on. They stated that Dow's witness was to be
completely aware and so testify.

Rosso: I don't think we are asking you to make a substantive change.
.

Rex: Made a statement which I missed.

Milt: Do you intend to ask a questi m pertaining to the 1976 management review?

Rosso: We may ask Joe to only state what the conclusion of that review was.

Rex: We may want Joe to then conclude that Dow wants to keep its rights and
options open.

Lee: Management saw two general areas of significant misrepresentation f rom
Coasumers that Dow was concerned about: 1 - the issue that things may have
been misrepresented on prospectuses. 2 - serious misrepresentation when 1974
amendments were agreed to. He talked about the utility mentality in terms
of what impression they have given Dow and what they actuall/ mean. He
then stated that the rights of recourse are this - can Dow prove what Consumers
Power told Dow.
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Rex: I know all of this. However, I don't want anything in the draft that will
allow Cherry to say that Joe has misled him.

Lee: This is the way Joe wants it stated - not the lawyers.

Milt: In respect to the question - what was the conclusion - Joe may want to say
that nuclear was the decision and not get to the area of options, etc.

Rex: Made a statement which I missed.

Lee: Why don't you tell me the way you want it phrased and I will take it into
Joe and see what he says about it.

Rosso: We are going to have to do some draf ting this af ternoon. If we see Joe then,
we can explain some of this.

Rex: I would like the statement " continue to review it and keep all its options open".
Milt: It brings out the tenuousness between the parties.

Rosso: I don't know if it does that. -

Rex: We want to emphasize that right now it is Dow's intent to go forward with the
'

plant while at the same time keep all its options open.

Rosso: In 5, I did not understand that Dow had told Consumers Power that Dow needed an
ROI of greater than 15%.

,,,
Rex: On 5, it would be much easier in dir+ct about discuc. sing the 15% ROIST.

Milt: On this matter, your draft was very long and very complete but sone things were
left out. We don't think it is very important to go through this entire thing.

Rex: On 6.

Milt: Should we go back and state that we are currently looking at this?

Rex: The Ccurt of Appeals statement deals with the cost / benefit analysis and the
negotiations between Dow and Consumers Power do not affect the cost / benefit
analysis and shouldn't be alluwed to go into.

Lee: Talked about the letter 3urroughs sent to Consumers Power and the fact that it
was not clear to anyone unless it is walked through very carefully.

Rex: If the letter comes out, it will be clarified.

Rosso: On page 7, what about the statement that Dow will be able to use the steam it
gets from Concu=ers Pcuer?
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Lee: We are restricted from reselling it and this is what we would like to eliminate
this. It also means that we could not generate electricity with this steam.

Milt: Talked about 300 megawatts requirement in contract. The contract still states
that Dow will take all of this even though they will not need it. Joe will
respond that Dow is still committed to take all of this even though they don't
need it and Consumers Power has not changed their position on this during
negotiations.

Lee: Talked about the negotiations between Consumers Power and Dow in relation to the
requirement for 300 megawatts.

Rex: Made a statement which I did not get.

Rosso: On page 8, what is Consumers Power Rate F?

Lee: This is Rate F on standby and auxillary.

Rosso: Should we add Consumers Power Rate F, S & A?

Lee: No, because these are dif f erent. -

Rex: Dow will.be the only one in the state on Rate F.

Rosso: What about the question on page 9, minimizing Dow's cost. He recommended changes
here. Put in the explanation that the.

Rex: We all have a problem when you talk about auxillary in minimizing Dow's costs.
You get into the area of peak periods, etc. See page 10 of Consumers Power
drafts as an example of what to put in Dow's draft on page 9 in regards auxillary
and backup.

Milt: Maybe this should be in response to another question.

THE MEETING ADJOURNED

.
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THE FOLLOWING IS AN ACCUP. ATE SU5!ARY OF *aMT WAS SAID DURING TliE MEETING:
HOWEVER, IT Sil0ULD NOT BE REGARDED AS BEINC VERSATIM IN ANY SENSE.

(The following are notes taken in a meeting between Dow and Consumers Power
on 11/8/76. Those present include Dave Rosso, Rex Renfrow, Milt Wessel,
Lee Nute, Joe Temple, and Dave Duran. The meeting co==enced at 3:45 a.m.)

.

Rosso: We are here to do three things today:
--cross exam for preparation for next week
--talk about other things relevant to the hearing
--talk about pricing on coal and coal garification

'

We notified Cherry of the availability of our documents on Thursday, but--

he has not shown up as yet.

-- A variety of areas that Cherry will focus on:
--reviews (continuing economic reviews, reviews since 1971, reviews which

follow the decision on the C/A and the new price on the cost of the
plant)

--old power houses (what it costs to keep running, alternatives to
keeping them running, etc., will they run until 1934?)

Milt: There is a very substantial distinction betwc2n the 1984 date and whatever
we plan to do in 1982. One is to s:cp when we !. ave another source of
supply; the 1984 date has been selected at the outside if everything f ails.

Rosso: I want to explore what distinctions Joe will make in his own eind. I think
Cherry will be attacking this.

Milt: There is an element of adversity between Dow cnd Ccasurers Powec. ?!hy
would Cherry want to show that these things could be run longer?

.

Rosso: Because this would give him a chance to show that the plant should be
shut down. Let me continue our outline:

--comparative cost studies that Dow has done. Are we telling hin the
truLh here?

--current contractual negotiarions and how they relate to Dow's
current plans. (Dow will keep all of its options open; fira deadline
on steam supply.)

Rex: Joe's PR releases (1 think they will have all the PR releases that Joe
generated.)

Rosso: Lets get right into it then if Dow does not have anything they want to
add to these areas.

Rex: Milt - have you pulled for Joe the stuf f en the last hearing where Dow
said they were going to do such and such? I have pulled this out and wi..

send Jce the package up.
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Milt: What witnesses are you talking about?

Rex: (made a statement which I missed)

Milt: I don't think a Dow witness was there; they were probably all Consu=ers
Power witnesses.

Rosso: Mr. Temple, n Page 2 of your testimony you discussed reviews conducted
since 1967 with regard to the economics of nuclear steam to other al-
ternatives--how many of those reviews were made?

Joe: Since 196! ' ere were reviews made coctinuously when we fel t a significant
cost change or a delay in thn date, etc. About b do ca reviews.

Rosso: Who participated in those reviews?

Joe: The entire Dow negotiating tc.:.m. Prior to that--Bosscher.

Rosso: Who are the members of the negotiating team?

-- Burroughs, Nute, Major Manager (Caska), Joe.

-- Is Gaska in charge of providing steam? Does this include responsibilities
for the power house?

-- Yes.
.

-- Burroughs--what does he do?

-- Working witn Consumers Power on the nuclear power plant from the technical
and economica standpoint.

-- Has Burroughs been the primary geaerator for the review team?

-- Fo2 the Division review team?

-- ', : e there other reviev teams?.

-- Yes - there was a corporate revies team.

Rosso: Who are the members of the Corporate review team?

Joe: Klomparens, Snyder, Gohrband, Schneider, J. Johnson, Cecker.

Rosso: What function does the corporate review team play in evaluating the
division review?

Jee: There has not been a corporate review until this last review. The division
teams felt that the significance of their conclusions was such that we
felt tiey should be correct and we asked Oreffice to have a corporate
team look at the division decision.

-- The corporate review team was put tagether for this :ne re"iew and at this
time they reviewed all the other reviews f ren division?
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This is right.--

What did Burrcughs do for the division review team--what facts did he--

look into?

-- Jim's areas of expertise are many--been with the program since its inception,
worked with Consumers Power in many areas.

What economic data did ae provide you with?--

Economic analysis of information that we, received from Consuners Power--

and came up with what Dow's best al:ernatives were. We looked at three
alternatives.

-- What was the best alternative in the first review? *

-- All of the alternatives were conventional fired power houses (he went
into this).

Why did you go from gas to oil to coal?--

-- Economics and availability.

Is coal your cheapest source of fuel?--

.

-- Yes, and most availabic.

-- You say'you evaluated three in the last review?

Coal was the cheapest.--

-- Conventional power house, package boilers, coal gasification.

Which of those were found to be the most economical?--

At the current stage of coal gasification, we did not feel we wanted to--

rely on this method because it is not thoroughly tested, e:c. On
the basis of not having data to evaluate coal gasification, we decided
that we would go wita conventional power houses fueled with coal.

Rosso: Did all your reviews indicate that nuclear energy was tam best of all
your alternatives.

We were able to see that nuclear energy had a cost advantage over all the--

three areas. It still comes out ahead appreciably.

Rosso: Has this changed recen:ly?

Joe: Somewhat'

Joe: The review done in 1973 showed that withou: any return on investment for
Dow that there was a $10 million a year advantage to Dow. The most recent
review showed a S38 aillion disadvantage to Ocv. :: shcwed that we vould
need another $5 million lisadvantage to get it into Dow return en in-
vestment rcnge to make it worthwhile for Dc%.
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tRex: One of the things we have to get into if front end . '- ' " - -

Rosso: What were your assumptions in regard to coal alternatives?

The plant costs were a result of our figures and those used frec Black--

and Veatch report.

-- How did you equate these costs - costs per year? Did you present value
all costs?

I am not totally familiar how the econom'ic evaluation took in its entirety.--

I can interpret the results but I don't know how one goes through one.

-- Do you know if the costs were leveliced?

-- :;o '

-- Are the cost assu=ptions for coal still valid today?

-- Yes'

-- Have there been any sharp increases in the cost of coal today?

Joe: We are net aware of these. We have checked and we have not seen this
difference in rise of costs like Consu cts Power has recently stated.

Joe: The big. difference is in the current phase between the way costs will
fluctuate over the next few years. The real work is that we are going to
make the best pessible decision we can based on the information available

at the time we have to make that decision.

Rex: I don' t want to get into a debate as to whose cost estimates are right.
It seems like that Dow's Consumers Power projections fer the cost of coal
of Dow's estimates are usually three months behind Censumers Power.

Joe: He didn't know if this is right or not.

Rex: You should try to state that at that particular point in time this is
where you should try to project it out. This is what "ilt was talking
about. The Consumers Power people have told ne that their cosi prices
are based on estimates they have received from quotes and Dav". estimates
may be on the cost of getting coal from their own aines.

-- The big lag is the percent increase in 1982 and beyon' -

1
s Ocw

versus Consumers Power.

.'E l t : Consumers Power people may think there has been a doubling of coal pcaces
in the last few =caths.

Joe: R^ do not agree with Consumers ?ower coal price estimates. Our enperta
within Cow have been looking 2: this anc we are no: going to change our
estimates.

Milt: These figures ccme from a le::er from Howell da:e2 9/21/76. i:ow they are
going and raising their estima:es after this.
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Rex:
This is because they have come out right after that and tried to buy coal.

Rex:
The price Consumers Power are coming up with are those quoted to them
trom the people they buy coal f roct.

Joe: Dow's prices are based on the people we buy coal from.
Rex: Is Dov using low sulfur or high sulfur?
Joe: High sulfur.

Rex:
This may be the reason for the discrepancy since I think Consumers Power
is using low sulfur and there is a significant cost difference betweenhigh and low sulfur coal.

Rosso: The costs are very different over a long period of time-bv a f actor of
3 to 2. Do you have a reliability problem with high sulfur units?

~

Rex:
If we do have a problem between Dow and Consumers Power - this is where
it is. I will try and get Dow and Consumers Power coal people together and
see if they can made some sense out of all this. I will do this comorrcwfor up here and let you take care cf this.

Rosso: How much of a cost increase in the cost of the nuclear plant would have
to take place to get you that other $6 million?

Joe: I haven't checked this out. The $6 million can come from a conbinationof more costs and less capital or any combination of that. (They thenthrough the cost of plutonium over the nextwent
several years.)

Rosso: Are there any other points on the economic analysis that we shculd be
aware of?

Rex: (He went through the cost' increase that would result in ancther delav
_ months suspension = 9 month delay = 15 months = concercial castrea.k3

delay)

Joe:
A five month delay would then cost us another $6 million and this should
push the nuclear thing over the top and coal w:uld be an econc:nicallyadvantageous source.

,

Joe: We would look at our relationship with the air pollution concrcl commission-
availability of money within Dow; our relationship with Louisiana; etc.

Rex: This is what you looked at in the last review?
Joe: This is right.

Milt: I get the distinct impression tha: the critical factor in all of this
is the econcaic thing. This is not true because there were a lot of
other tactors in this that were equally important. The last reciew
came out to favor nuclear power.
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Rex: The other part of this, Joe, is that the type of review that is done is
purely that the FEA people are looking at the economic side of this to
make their decision. The one thing they can tie down are cost numbers.
They can get into this. The reason we are hitting on the economics are
because they are hard, fast numbers and this is what people can get a
grasp on. The Board will also do this in addition to Cherry.

Rosso: How much of a sense do you have for the decision that Dow eventually
decides not to take nuclear power from Consumers Power?

Joe: (made a statement which I missed.) -

Milt: This is a perfect answer for you because you are looking at this from your
personal viewpoint.

Rosso: From our point of view it would be better to have the Dow corporate
decision. This is because Joe feels so strongly about Consumers Pcwer
being here at all. You feel that Dcw does not have proper control over all
this. It is not going to be good for us to have you stress the negative
on this matter. You should stress the Dow Corporate review.

Milt: I share Dave's comment on this. Cherry will ask you what your personal
views are.

Rex: There is a perfect way to do this--this is to talk about the Dow review
and give the answer like you just have. You have a review team and different
things are important to different people and this is why we have different
people on the team and each aspect of the things that came before the
review team will be locked upon differently from a personal level er
viewpoint.

Rosse: The way I see it is--there is a question here of basic philosophy of why
we approach the difference of the Dow position here. You may say that--
the Dow position is this--then state it. You may also want to state that,
in addition to. this, I have some other personal concerns--and s tate these.

Joe: I don' t have a problem with that approach.

Rosso: One of the likely attacks is to question you on the eccnomics of the
review. The economic side shows you that you are close to a tilt on
this matter. This is because costs have been escalating on this matter
from many sources. You should not volunteer information--let Cherry ask
questions on these areas. Ycu should state that you are net the economics
expert and this information has been provided to you and you do not know
if certain things have changed since they gave yo'2 this information
initially. We are going to try and get you some information on the coal
price difference between Dew and Consumers Power. This is not purel,. aa
economic review. The corporate board dic consider many other things other
than economics.

Rex: There are more than economics here. But under the TE3 it s the econcaics
that really count. If it makes sense to show that Dow can get their steam
from some other source than nuclear steam. then the othe side has made
their case. Numbers on levelized, normali:2d, present value, etc. icu

should become familiar with this for the nearing. 'ais comes cut of the
3 5 V Fepert.
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Rosso: He should become comfortable with it rather than hesitant. UU bU '' ' - ]

Rex: What about those steam prices in the contract? This comes in on 3
different ways: revise the steam prices; it co=es in under the ER; etc.

Joe: What Howell may want to do to change these on the cost of steam goes
back to the centract and the basis on which they were prepared.

Rex: Under the ER- . Everyone is going to have the ER--this is an. . .

Environmental Report supplement.
.

Lee: I don't think we have this report.

Rosso: It would be helpful to have Joe look over the section of Dow.

Rex: . . . .

Rosso: What other f actors would Dow consider other than economics in making its
decisions?

Joe: It considers a number of things that .were designed to gage our feelings
about Consu=ers Power and their reliability to furnish steam. If ul-
timately a decision were made not to take steam from Consumers Power, we
looked at the impact this would have on the cocaunity and.also the impact
on the nation's nuclear power picture. We also considered the safety
aspect and whether or not Dow should consider this in regard to our de-
cision on the nuclear plant. We feel tne plant *.ill be built safely and
operated safely. On the area of legal obligations between the parties--
. . . .

Rosso: Uhat were the points of discussion in regard to Censumers Power?

Joe: The track record of Conspmers Power was one of the items. The things
that have taken place over the period since the tuo parties have entered
into this situation.

Rex: I don' t want Joe to get himself in a box where ne talks about a review or
some review and then get into trouble when he starts talking about the
Division review. I assume Dave is talking abcut the Dow corporate decision.
Se sure in your own mind what review you are being asked about or which
you are answering.

Lee: The only review you were present for was .the c e acur review of the Board
and you were not present for the review that the Scard made inmediately
before making their decision.

Rosso: You don't want to break this thing down to specific reviews and each part
of the review. It is not important to distinguish between one of several
meetings.

.'til t : It was our hope that we could cnly be concerned .ith the revic made by
the corporate board. Our ori;inal position was that all the other reitews
made were not really relevant here.
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Rosso: What other considerations came up at that meeting? Also, what your role
has been throughout? What other factors were considered at the meeting
with the Dow Board?

-- We made other points in addition to the economics. One was the role
that the air commission; the availability and cost of nuclear fuel;
our confidence in Consumers Power in ter=3 of reliability, etc.; what
sort of legislation could come up in the future with regard to the air
pollution control commission; what sort of labor unrest may take place
at the plant site or of key vendors.

Rosso: Do you recall any others? -

Joe: No'

Rosso: What about you questioning the basic level of confidence on Consumers
Power?

-- There were really no conclusions drawn in relation to these issues
that I am aware of. The Board left the room I was in and made their
decision.

-- Who made the presentation to the Board?

Joe: No presentation was made . . .
-

Rosso: Was there any discussion at the meeting in relation to the basic level
of confidence?

Milt: We talked about the legal obligatiens of Dow to Censumers ?cwer under
the present contract. This may be a privileged area and Joe should
allow a paure to get into this objection from our point. Don't describe it
because we think it is privileged, but it is alright to state that there
was a discussion.

Joe: I told Lee that he has to get some stuff for him so that his file is
complete so that he may look at this.

Rosse: On the basic level of confidence of reliability of delivering the steam
once it is on line--what "as the Board's question en this?

Joe: No one on the Board seemed to have any problem with this a.:d no questiena
or discussions took place on this question.

Milt: It is very important that Joe was not in~ the =ceting with the Soard ahere
they made their final decision.

Rosso: Do you have a copy of the transparency that was shcwn at the meeting?

Milt: Out problem is between Dow-Cansumers ?cwer in that we do not want them
to know enat goes en internally. This is not f r = the standpoint of
what Cherry will ask abcut. In relation tc the probleu between Dow-
Consumers Peter on what documents to show tc each other--we w;.2 re:etre

documents to you if you eill show us the notes f rom the same meeting cr
tell us that you have no actes.
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Lee: (He shor.d the factors that were figured into the base comparisons and
fron ' ch a slide was made--the one on the uncertainties that were not,

figur d, were not shown nor was a slide made fron it) .

Rosso: How was this dealt with at the meeting with the Board?

Joe: . . .

Lee: The uncertainties not figured into the base co:parison were not shown
nor talked about. They were never centioned.

Rosso: Was " operation snafu" discussed or mentioned at all?

Joe: I don't remember the phrase being used. Julius talked about the problem
of having radioactivity being intrcduced into our products--this was the
" whispering campaign".

Rosso: Who created this document?

-- I really do not know?

-- Who created the term " operation snafu"?

Joe: I know what the phrase means in terms of WW II.

Rosso: What does it refer to in our situation? -

Joe: This was in regard to Consumers Power's Palisades problem.

Rosso: Does this mean that Dow thinks Consumers Power is screwed up, generally, etc?

Joe: I don't knou this. I just know what the word snafu means.

Rosso: In your own opinion--what does the phrase mean to you?

-- My level of confidence in Consumers Power has diminished _ screwhat over
the last 3 years and goes back to the specific performance in a nu=ber of
jobs and their performance.

-- Which ones?

Joe: The Midland Plant; the Palisades Plant in regard to construction, etc.,
the amount of time it has taken to bring the plant en line and the number
of long outages that they have had; the Marysville Plant which cost cen-
siderably more frcm the standpoint of construction and feed stocks.

Rosso: What about Marysville?

Joe: This ia the LNG plant where they get' their feed stock from Canada. Now
Canada has stated that their fuel is only for use in Canada.

Rosso: Is it the cost escalation at Marysville that bethers ;rcu?

Joe: As far as I know it is operating okay (He then went into a reviet, of

what Consumers Pet:ct has done in the past and eny ec feel Censumers
Power la not a " barn burner" in this area.)
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Rosso: And this is what the term " operation snafu" was interpreted to mean?

Joe: Yes'

Rosso: Is this all?

Joe: I may not really want to go into this area, but there have been a number

of people in Dow who have not believed that Consumers Power has really
leveled with Dow on the point of financing. "He then went into the
problem that came from 1974 and the contract modifications entered into

and then the fact that Consu=ers Power shut dcwn the plant construction
because of financial problems. He also talked about the fact that the
Consumers Power negotiations team was not always well prepared to talk
about important things at negotiations. He stated that Russ was not
prepared at times and he has agreed that they were not prepared). All
of those things caused me to feel uneasy about it.

Rosso: If you get into the Dow Board meeting and you mention the transparency,
Cherry will ask to see it and will be given it. Once he sees it he
will get into 'he phrase of " operation sanfu". He will then ask you.

questions on maat it means.

Joe: Are you saying it was critical in the form of a transparency or that it
was mentioned or discussed at the meeting?

'

Rosso: (He went through the entire picture that Cherry is going tc want to
paint in terms of what Dow's position is and why it wants to get out).

Milt: (He asked a question f rom the ER where it stated that 2.3 million pennds
of steam would be taken by Dou. He stated that this should read 2.4
to 2.3. A discussion then followed on this matter between Milt and
Rosso and Rex).

Posso: (He stated that if you would prefer that Cherry not ask you for a document
then you should not mentien the document but state that: as you recall,
this is what went on at the meeting, You talked about continuing reviews
and then you tclked about a further review.) In what respect vas the
further review different?

Joe: (He did state that as the numbers became higher and higher we f el t it
necessary to 1cok at this in relation to the nuclear steam and the

alternatives were getting closer together.) Once we got into this we
wanted to make sure that the review questions asked were broad enough to
cover all the different aspects of this thing like impact on community, etc.

-- What about the i= pact on community?

Joe: . . .

Rosso: What will you be looking at in the future to see if things have changed
significantly?

Joe: The tiairg is verv important but there are a whole number af issues
that were talkea about at the corporate reeies anc these would be re-
.newed at the appropriate time and then added 2f nccessary.
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Rosso: What were the options discussed at the =ceting as to which ones should
be kept open?

Joe: I think the statement made was made by Oreffice and I interpreted this
to mean as not to obstruct any option we may have. He stated that we
should not forfelt any options.

Rosso: Would one of the options be that of disassociating ther es from the
Consumers Power nuclear steam option?

It may be.--

.

-- What would it take for Dow to get out of this?

Joe: I really can't answer this because it depends on several other items
to be censidered.

Rosso: When you talk about package boilers you talk about gas and oil fired.
When you talk about conventional you talk ebout coal gasification
but not oil and gas--why not?

Joe: This would be too expensive.

Rosso: If you were just going to be using the package boilers alone you would
just be generating steam and not electricity. .

Joe: This is right.

Rosso: . . .

Joe: Our needs for steam in 1967 and now are considerably different.

Rosso: What were your steam projections in 1982 as made in 1967?

Joe: To the best of my knowledge I don't even think we had made them. I

, have seen figures that show that 4 million pounds per hour was a realistic
figure, etc.

Joe: It was thought back then that we could use steam up as rapidly as possible.
Now we do not think that this is the best thing to dc.

Rosso: What things have happened that have resulted in a change in this projection
of what you think you need?

Joe: Energy conservation in that Dow has been real big in this area. We
keep track of steam usage by looking at steam used per pound of product
made. This has been reduced about one-third which is very significant
over the last fe. years. (Should we really get into this for Consumers
Power?)

Lee: We may want to get into it to make sure that what we say is consistent
with what we said at the recent FEA hearings in >|ashington.

Rex' (He talked about the productica of steam at !?5 psi; anu that. . . .

it generates 252 mwts of electricity.)
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note: (The parties broke for lunch.)

Rosso: Lets go over what happened during the review for the Board in terms of
who was there and what went on.

Joe: I went over this whole thing. Let's reference it back to the C/A decisionin that this decision increased to a significant extent the number of
imponderables. This also came from the fact that the latest price estimate
from Consumers Power was $1.6 million and the rumor that figures higher
than that were being given within Consumers Power. It could be that the
answer very likely could come out ditferently from what Dow's position
was in the beginning. I asked Jim 3. tq look at all the economic factors
on the costs that we were getting on the thing. We gave further attention
to those things that Dow was getting and there had already been a dis-
cussion on the coal gasification situation. The group had also discussed
the non-economic things like will Consumers Power be able to finance the
thing; will the C/A further affect us; will Consumers Power be able to
run the thing in a reliable manner once they got it on stream. And againwhat our alternatives were and hcw good were they from a legal point of
view. There were several sessions held where we exchanged and reviewed
thsse things. I then went on vacation and thought about these things. I
think at that point in time we had done enough in the area of economics
in the matter. People further refined studies, etc. , and when 1 got
back we looked at it again. We nad a meeting set up to talk to Consumers
Power on 9/13/76. Someone f rom Dow was going to have state Dow's position
and we didn' t want to get into this until the situation hel been thoroughly
looked at within Dow. The basic question today is--what is Dow's answer
in regard to the nuclear project? The decision I reached, and the neg-
otiating team concurred, was--there was not any longer the probability
and possibility that the nuclear plant would no longer be advantageous
to Dow. As of the decision reached that day--this is that we came up
with. We furt' or told them at that meeting that there would he a cer-
porate review or that decision--we told this to Consumers Power on 9/13/76.

Rosso: In this evaluation you took the economic costs as marginally beneficial
to the nuclear unit. The other factors on the other side of the reviewwere what?

Joe: The probability was that it would not end up being advantageous. The
other thing here is the position of the ITUC in relation to our relation
with Dew-Censumers Power in terms of what we have to pay for it. This
is a significantly different proposition than ae thought we were into
earlier. In doing our own research we have concluded that the MPUC could
affect the price we pay under the various contracts. The MPUC would
have jurisdiction in the matter.

Lee: This was also the opinion of Consumers Pcwer up until February
Kosso: Joe--vou are a lausy vitness in terms of Consumers Pcwer's position inthe case. Ycu do not support things in a positive manner that ze ecule

like 'cou to pursue. It veuld ce better to have a witness that wouldlook at the nuclear plant in a very positive manner.
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Rosso: Now, what about the present fossil fuel units--when Dow initially
executed the general agreement in 1967, the project did have the nuclear
plant coming on line in 1974-75. Uhat were Dow's projections in regard
to the useful life of Dow's units? Were there ans estimates made then
that would show the decision being around the mid 70's?

Joe: I think that there were information around that would support this.

Lee: I think their timing was more from an air pollution control commission
standpoint.

,

Rosso: Your units are still operating now? (Yes') Have any of them been
retired since 1966?

Joe: I really don't know because we have changed some units from a fuel
switch standpoint. I would guess we have taken some off-line.

Rossor So your units are significantly different from 19677

Joe: I don' t think they are significantly different. Scme are operating
en different fuels.

.

Rosso: What are you doing now with regard to air pollution control?

Jee: We are running in the summer two boilers on gas and one boiler on gas.
We have twelve boilers and a couple of package boilers. T.'e have a
number of boilers set up to switch fuels when se get temporary in-
versions. The operation of power houses is ticd inta environmental
research in conn. This is the way we are getting the ambient air standards
on sulfur dioxide.

Rosso: How much money have you had to spend in capital costs to get the air
pollution control program to where it is now'

Joe: I say i.t would be in the range of $2.5 million to $4 million. We do
burn premium fuel and gas.

Rosso: What about prolonging the lives of these units until 19S4?

Joe: Starting about 1972 we cencluded that we were going to have a delay whether
from Consumers Pcwcr or not. Up until that point in time we had been
looking at a shut down of 1973. At that time se started doing :..aintenance
on the position that the plants would have to run longer. At the present
time we have identified what has to be done to run them until 1932. They
may go beyond this by a year or so. This cost is in the range of
$30 million. This number does not include doing nothing f urther in regard
to doing something else in :ne air pollution control.

Joe: All of the things in the system are getting older.

Rosso: What is the most critical part of the plant in terms of age?

Jee: I Jon't think there is a critical thing per se. The aus.tllar equipment
is get. ting so old that we can't er m buy parts anv . ore. ;he ..o l e
system has to be reliable in its entirety er we wcn't run it.
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-- Have you looked to see if, with additional expenditure, you can get
beyond 1984?

Joe: We have people who have said that we cannot get beyond that from a
reliable and safety position.

.

Rosso: Have you had outages in an increasing manner since then?

Joe: Yes' We have even though I haven't been here all that time.

Lee: Two points here: by the men who run the power houses, this switching
from fuels causes more wear and tear than is normal. Also, since 1967
we have not been hiring power engineers te run the power house because
they don't feel they needed it. The current crew is older.

Joe: In 1974 we ran at a very high rate of capacity and in 1975 we ran at
a somewhat lower rate of capacity.

I ;a 'c'a , ; f 7'{-- Do you view this trend as continuing? !b' D'|' ;L
!| - (Lt'

-- No' We expect our sales to go up.
, !.it'i'7, , ,

: l; ; : ; i

! ' ; u , j , ti. / ;, ; | ,
'Rosso: What about energy conservation? IU) -

,_.m.- . ._ av c

Joe: Energy conservation has continued but it is hard to ecuate this to
savings. .

Rosso: Mcw much electricity are you producing nou?

Joa: About 65-70 megs/ month. We buy rbout one-third of what we need and
make the rest.

Rosso: It seems you are using 100 megs/ month?

Joe: About 90-100 megs/ month.

Rosso: Have projections about the useful life oeen made on the basis Of this
lower demand that you are placing on the:s?

Joe: I am sure that it has. The power houses are of a continuing problem and
we are continuously looking at them.

Rosso: Can these power houses be changed to meet air requirements without
a variance?

Joe: No 1 don't think so.

Rex: On these old power houses--Lee get for us the ones you are operating now--

Joe: We have two power houses going now.

Rex: Ycu may cant to review this now. Another thing--on this fossil fuels
on the actual figures, reliabilitv--up or ccen--s.- 2cne shcuis be able
to give feu some answers en this How do ycu ?nc., : mt these :an enc
last unti2 * Scmeone shculd refresh ycu en tnis. St pping shcrt.

of you ceing a power house axpert.
.

t

-
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Rosso: I am pretty sure we are going to ha /e to get into this area.

Rex: We are going to have to let them get into this.

Rosso: What about the cost study areas!

Rex: The only question I have is--when Joe was talking to Dave about costs
changing appreciably, you got into the problem of fuel costs, etc. Are
there any other reasons as to why the advantage nucicar has had has declined
to the level that it is now?

Joe: Mainly, the costs of the plant has gone up plus the cost of fuel.

Rosso: The next area is--current negotiations or the press releases.

Rex: The only press release is of December, 1975, that we may be concerned
with.

Joe: Give them a copy of this press release.

Rex' One of the reasons this press release hasn't bothered me this much is.

because you have given a figure there and stated that this increase in
costs have narrowed the aavantage appreciably.

Joe: (He stated that this was in terms of an economic advantage over other
Dow locations.)

Rex: It seems a lot of these reasons for the press release arc the same as
you went into in 1967 in the revicu and this vill already be covered
and will not have to be gone into again.

Rossc: Why don' t you feel you can compete with the other areas of Dow in an
economic sense?

Joe: We thought we had an advantage in the future because we thought we
knew what steam was going to cost us. ,This was our icng range planning
based on these facts.

Rex: This is why you came up with that chart showing the advantages and
disadvantages of nuclear fuel versus other methods of steam.

Rosso: Is there an overall energy planning unit for all of your plants?

Joe: Not really' There is a tech center that looks over Dow's technology
as it relates to product, etc.

Rosso: If I have a big corporation that runs all over the country and other
units within that corporation can make the same preducts, given the oil
problems in the future, I :ay want to switch items around to take ad-
*intage of sources of different types of fuel that is available in
different parts cf the country

|iilt: It became apparent that u 'tidiand didn' t get a ere economica; se tree
of energy, the:- aere g;ing to lose out in the tuture to cther 22 visions
in the country

.

S
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Joe: T!.cre was a feeling among managers here that they would like to make
all items of different kinds of products right here in :!idland. Irv
Snyder oversees this tech center. The overall responsibility for this
area rests with the division managers like myself.

Joe: The uther areas are going to coal like .n Texas. Louisiana is going
to coal gasification.

Rosso: What are your plans in back up and auxillary sources of steam? Your
testimony states that you have the right in the contract to put in
one million pounds / hour if you get nuclear steam.

_

Joe: Package boilers do not generate electricity.

Rosso: Cherry may ask you whether you are in the planning and what we have
looked at and what you plan to do in this area.

'

Rex: Your people should look at this. I don't know if it makes any sense
to say that we are going to package boilers.

Milt: I am positive that Jim 3. plans to use this steam at a certain level. . .

Rosso: What Rex was saying was that if Jim and Joe can quantify hcw much
they were going to use. .

~

Milt: 'That if he can state that we are going to use twice as much as uhat
you have stated in the ER report. I don't want Dow to be blamed fer
what is in that ER report.

Rosso: All I want Dow to state that Dou is going to operate this backup system
X% of the time.

"il t : (He went through the whole thing about Jim S. giein~ an answer based
upon what type of questions Rex asked him.)

Rex: I may not have asked him the right questions, but I have put d wn
the information as he gave it to me. If Burroughs can quantify how
mu:h of the time you are going to use the backup, what type of fuel,
and what type of emissions, then we are going to have to state in a
report these things stated above.

Milt: Jim Burroughs can give you information on ranges, esti:.ates, and other
things. If you are asking us to furnish these things, we will do this.
Let's get what we can get o r, this matter.so that we can correct it so
that people reading the dccuments are not mislead into thinking that
Dow put those figures inta the ER.

Rex: I need the cost of that backup unit frca Jim Surroughs. (He asked
Joe to get this for him). We need the capital cost of the backup and
and substitute systems.

Lee: There is also a disagreement on the . .

Resso: Joe--you stated that in current negotiations that 20 has taxen the
position that there must be a deadline ;cr taking stean. ,

What date are you plugging for?
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Joe: 1984 or before' This is because there is a date beyond which the prescnt
power house will not be able to operata any more. This could be through1964

Rosso: You checked this date which you are going to negotiate for on the basis
of the breaking down of the power houses?

Joe: This is correct'

Rosso: What is your position if the contract date is not reached on the 1984
date? What i's your position if this date is not net?

Joe: We feel that Dow has fulfilled its obligatica to Consumers Power and
that we would then go off and o needed to continue to run theplant for the future.

. .: .. e

Rosso: Does this mean that they will walk away from the Nuclear Plant?
Joe: I can't say this until I check with my legal counsel, but I would say

that this is right. We have told Consumers Power very clearly that when
1984 comes and goes we feel that we have fulfilled our obligation and
that we will walk away.

Rosso: If 1984 comes and you are not getting steam, then you uill probably know
that Consumers Pouer is not going to meet their obligations under the
contract. What kind of lead time do you have in =ceting your energyneeds?

Joe: We have to get started with intensive planning right ncw and get toney
at least six ycars in advance.

Rex: This seems to be right with what Consumers Power is now estimating intheir two coal fired.
Rosso: This means that if you are going to get a unit on line in 1984 this acans

that you are going to have to do something starting next year. Thismeans that any delay not, would be critical. Not only because a five
conth delay pushes this back nine months and 15 months, you are also in
a positica to have to make a decision on whether or not you should

getting your thinking together for a coal fired plant in terms ofstart

permits, equipment, etc.

Rex: It probably should come down to the point that Joe should state that
if this thing cones down to 1973 then we have to go forward without
plans to start building another source of steam. This r.eans tha t Joe
has to get started on this . . .

Rosso: We talked abcut p ',* two on page seven the last time ve were here'

on usage restrictic.. on reselling steam, etc.
Joe: We just don't want then to tell us what to do with the steam 20 / ears

fron not.

Rosso: ' hat other rcstrictions are there?..
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Joe: We cannot generate electricity right now.

Rosso: How about this statement that Dow will have to purchase stcac f rom
other sources if Consumers Power does not come on strean when it was
suppose to?

Joe: This means that we have to keep our power houses in shape.

Rosso: Cherry will probably take you through this and if you tell him what
restrictions there are and why you want to get out of each one of them.

Rex: We tried to go back and find out what was in front of the Board when
they heard this thing. It appears Amend 5ent 13 was before the Board and
it would appear Amendment 14 on would be up. Howell's testimony talks
about changes that have occurred in Amendment 14 on.

Rosso: Why do you want to cut the current electric contract from five to one
year?

Joe: The current electric contract The reasons that we want a less. .

restrictive on power are the same as why we want less' restrictions. . .

on everything else in that it would be in the best interests of the
Midland Plant. This goes back to the fact that we didn't want any
electric contract in the first place.

Rosso: This doean't bother T.e as .ach because the electric contrqct thing is
not really as i=portant in this proceeding as the steam contract because
this nted for electricity is spread out over a nunber of years and it
turns odt that it is not that significant for this year. He no, not
get into this energy conservation area. When you tell him you are
currently using 90-100 he may vant to know what is going to drive it up
to 173 =egs. Vau must relate three different bases to him on c:.is.

)e: (He talked about what he should get into and why).. . .

Rosso: /He went through this area and why and how . . .)
'

Rex: On the electric service area: how much of this will be done by Consumers
Power and how much will be self-generation?

Joe: I cannot answer that question.

Rex: If you don't know--there must be a reason why you don' t know.

Joe: The reason is because right now we have not determined what we are
geing to do in relation to the nuclear contract and what we are going to
have to do.

~

Rosso: What are ycu going to do eith the present powcr housas if Consumers
Power comes on line right on tice? bill you continue to run them?

Joe: I dcn't want them to run. When I a= convinced that we have a reliable
source ef steam, I aill want them shut down.

Rex: That is the right way te answer that--as soon as possia;e uc are ;cing
to shut them down. Your answer should be as cicse as tais answer as

poSSible and let th?P Iish !Or Cther th;ngg in t33;,
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Rosso: On page 8--other issues that were of importance were a more clear defi-
nition of " operation date". He may want to get into the provisica of
keeping expenditures on Consumers Power as to what the amounts are and
what the costs were incurred for, etc. He may also get into the other
points on unrecoverables, financial protection for Dow if Consumers
Power is not able to produce up to the standard in the industry.

Rex: I have read Joe's meeting notes and there is a good discussion in there
on this. Doesn't this go to the Palisades Plant and that their ex-
perience was far below industry standards.

Joe: This also goes to the confidence question.

Rex: Lee--on the nonrecoverables, in Keely's testimony on cost of . . you.

will see , number in there as to a . We will credit this in our. .

alternatives, you will see this in a chart in Keely's affidavit. We
have checked a number which we believe to be representative and which
would be a credit and it is conservative. We picked a high number
because it ends up as a credit. These figures are $41 million in 1977, . . .

Rosso: On page 8 in the second sentence--there was an entire line dropped.
Joe--we will fix this by asking you if any changes have been made to your
testimony. This will be done when you are on the stand or by filing
a change to the NRC staff.

Rcx: I have a few things on this--on page --this should be "for Dor". On
page 3 at the top--you may get a question about what circumstances do you
know or. what circumstances would make you change your mind.

Joe: It is the same answer--what has to change?

Lee: This includes the final number we were given in relation to cost.

Joe: We know that Bechtel came up with a higher number than $1.6 million
because Russ told us this.

Rex: Bechtel came in and stated that it would cost SX million to implement .

QA. Consumers Power told them they would put it in and it would not
cost this much. This is why Bechtel's nunbers are higher. On page 4
in the middle "the problems of the nuclear plant. ."--what problems.

of the nucicar plant?

Joe: The problem that we are referring to is the timetalbe. This is what
is critical.

Rex: The only other thing that we get back to is the ROIST. Someone vill
probably ask you a question about that. They will want to know wh: 4cu
must meet ISO . etc. What type of investment may ye i make on this.,

other than this?

Joe: We could put our money in a minimum risk area and ge: 3% This means
that putting our money in an inzestment 114e the pcwer plant must zenerate
a higher percent of return, etc.
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Lee: We should change the first question we had in the area of a type af the
wording on "being postponed".

,

'

e

e

e
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Duran Notes

THE FOLLCWING IS AN ACCURATE SD03.ARY OF WHAT 'AAS SAID DURING THE MEETING;
HOWEVER, IT SHUotD NOT BE REGARDED AS BEING VER3ATIM IN A1."i SE:;SE.

(The following are notes taken in a meeting between Dow and Consu=ers Power
on 11/15/76. Those present include Joe Temple, Dave Rosso, Rex Renfrou,
Milt Wessel, Lee Nute, Lou Pribila, and Dave Duran. The meeting commenced
at 8:45 a.m.

.

Rex: He stated that his office is sending a notice to the Board telling them
that Joe is not going to be available December 1, 2, 3 and that he will
have to testify on November 30. This will mean that you will go before
Ho. ell and it will give Cherry what he wants, but this also means that
he will not have Howell's testimony to ref er to.

Milt: It is important to recogniae that Joe will not be here on December 1, 2, 3
and we will tell this to any court in the case that the Board subpoenas
Joe.

Rosso: It is also very sad that the Board did not co=e up on November 16 to let
the people who want to testify do so at that time.

Joe: Joe stated that he would be leaving December 1. -

Rex: This means that you will come on the afternoon on November 30.

Milt: Short of a subpoena, Jee will not be here beyond December 1 and we will
go to the court to contest this.

Rosso: No one has gone down to look at our documents in Jackson as yet.

Ren Those contracts t: tat we finally found went in as exhibit No. 27 from
}Mpleton. They were not anywhere where it is supposed to be. Do you
remember what Murphy did with them?

Milt: I remember that they were screwed up to begin with. If you want a copy
I hope that you could find it at Kaye, Scholer.

-- A discussion continued on this.

Lee: Mapleton Exhibit #27--I will look for this in our documents.

Rosso: ~4e thought we would go back over the same things we went through last
time. Rex will ask you some cross-exam type questions.

Joe: Have we got_ resolved where the corrections were?

Rex: Yes, and we are going to hand out corrections to everyone.

Rosso: We may still ID them on the stand. There is one en page 3 and one on page 6
of another copy. Consumers Power dropped the line frem the copy they
prepared. Dow did not leave the linc out of there that they sent to
Censumers Power.
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Rex: He went through the procedure of what Joe is going to put through when
ha takes the stand. He went through this with Joe.

Rosso: What about proper foundation concerning the documents frca the MAPC in
this area? Who is the custodian of tne business records for Michigan
Division?

Lee: I have the records in my file and I would be willing to testify to
this fact.

Joe: Of the documents that went to me I sent a copy to Lee and also a copy to
the person in charge of questions between Dow and the state.

Lee: Lets go down through these Exhibits A through C.

Rosso: It seems they are all covered either through Joe or Lee. (He told
Joe that he should know what is in the documents and how they affect us.)

Rex: You should need to know the status of both EPA and the state appeal
board. (He asked Lee to bring a copy of the EPA response to their letter.
He talked about what goes on during voir dire. He didn't think Joe would
have any problem with this area because Joe is in narge of negotiations
on this matter. He then continued with what would go on during the
hear'ing. ) You will have a clean copy of your testimony and any time the
other side asks you a question they state is in your testimony, ask them
to tell you what page it is on and then Joe should go directly to that
page and ref resh himself on this matter before testifying on it.

Milt: (He advised Joe that he did not have. to go to his record unless he
feels he really needs to.)

Rex: (He advised Joe to watch for Cherry's paraphrasing his testimony.)

Rex: He then continued with the cross-exam technique.

Joe: He responded to various questions from Rex.

-- A discussion ensued on whether or not Dow has initiated any legal action
against Consumers Power in relation to the contract. A discussion con-
tinued on the letter that Lee sent to Judd. Lee pointed out that Consumers
Power has stated in there prospectus that there is a possibility that
Dow will sue Consrmers Power over their actions.

Rosso: He restated the response that he would like Joe to make and stated that
he would like Joe to stay out of the area of legal actions taken or not
taken.

Rex: He continued in the same vein. He stated that Joe should ref rain from
referring to the fact that there were two separate reviews (Michigan Division
and USA). He cautioned Jce on ahat he states about the socio-econcmic
impact on the community if the plant is delayed or shut down. He stated
that Joe should read the testimony of both Mcwell and Keely to be familiar
with it.

Rosso: I would recommend that Joe not read Ke.ly's testimon but he shoull read
Howell's testiment for various reasons.
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Rex: He continued in this area. He advised Joe to keep in mind that if he
could not answer the question then Cherry will want that particular witness
to answer the question. He stated that Joe should state that, even though
he was not present for the decisions on this matter, he can still str.te
what the conclusions that the committee came up with.

Joe: He talked about the meeting that tock place between Dow and Consumers
Power in regard to the impact on Cansumers Power the action would have
if Dow was to walk away from the contract.

Rosso: He reviewed D'ow's position on what would happen if there were additional
delays or costs of construction. (Joe responded to this.) He stated that
Joe should emphasize that in the event of any particular significant
change--he should state that Dow will review the situation in depth.

Rex: He continued to question Joe on their position and what it may take to
change Dow's present position. Joe asked Lee to look up how many megs
of electric power Dow now produces for its own use. He continued talking
about Dow's fossil fired plants. On Exhibit 8-E, he asked a question
pertaining to installation of particulate controls.

Lou: He talked about the alleged S0 V * "*
2

Rosso: It is important to realize that Dow is not really going to knew what to do
in the event of further delays until Consumers Pcwer and Dow get together
and resolve things by further negotiating. -

Rex: He cauti.oned Joe to make sure he kept his scheduled dates in m.ind in
relation to how much lead time Dow needed in order to put in their
package boilers on a complete, more pure system. He then talked about
Dow's computations on the eccaomic advantage of going to the alternative.
This gets into the entire ROIST situation. He then asked Joe abcut the
various types of alternatives that are being considered by Dow at the
present time. (Joe talked about this.)

Rex: (He asked about the specifically stated date at which time a reliable
scurce of steam would be available to Doe. Ut then asked a question
based on page 7--no contractual restrictions on making and using
process steam and electric power. He asked about how Dow intends to
try and modify some of these types of steam generating plants.)

Joe: (He talked about the many possibilities that Dow would entertain in the
event they wanted to sell steam to other people.)

Rex: (He pointed out to Joe that it seems apparent to him that Dow is trying to
keep all its alternatives open to meet any situation that comes up
that provides other options that may be available.)

.

Rosso: (He asked about the current contracts between Ocw and Consumers ?cwer in
regard to whether cr not the contracts call for retiring the er.isting
fossil fuel plants. He asked Joe if there was anything that would prove

to the Daard that those units will be retired.)

Joe: (He vent through the speal about needing steam and into the entire
reliability and economical system problem.)
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-- 3e careful to distinguish Dow's position on whether or not they plan
to do something with the old fossil fueled plants. We do not want to
make a statement that will come back to haunt us during future relatlon-
ships with Dow/ Consumers Power. (Predisposed to get out of the contract.)

Rosso: (He asked about Dow's position if they could not get a variance beyond
1980 on their old fossil fueled plants. He asked if an adverse ruling
from the state air pollution commission would compel us to withdraw from
the project. He then asked about what the words "all of its options"
really mean n relation to Dow's position during future contract nego-i

tiations with Consumers Powei.) Does this include the possible cause of
action that Dow will walk away?

Joe: (He stated that .). .

-- Dave Rosso then asked what would be a significant enough cost increase in
the plant to trigger Dow to go to an alternative course of action. Joe
stated that Dow would have to review the entire situation before de-
termining to go to an alternate course of action; however, the magic
number in terms of an increase in cost would be S6 million. Dave asked
Lee if there is anything in previous testimony dealing with . Another. .

. question--coal price assumption. Where is this at right now? Rex stated
that Lee is still working on setting this up. Milt stated that it probably
is not worthwhile to set this session up because if it is just a data
diff erence they really don' t need a meeting to get together on this. Dave
talked about what he understands the problem to be right now. Lee stated
that there is no difference in data base on prices but there is a definite
dif f erence in the escalation f actor. He went through these differences.
Milt pointed out one of the dangers of Dow changing their escalation
figures to match Consumers Power's--it may seem that Dow is buckling under
to Consumers Power or that they really don't have faith in their own numbers
or procedures. Rex pointed out that, initially, Dow and Consumers Power
positions were in accordance and now they have changed. Dave went through
several reasons as to why he wanted the meeting of the coal people to take
place. He had hoped they could define the difference and making Joe aware
of the difference. The third reason is related to continuing negotiations
between the parties. The fourth reason is that Dow will have the advantage
of the latest figures from Consumers Power so that they may =ake a decision
based on this in the future.

Milt: He talked about several things pertaining to impeaching our own internal
teview. It would be sufficient to have Consumers Power just communicate to
Dow that they have escalated the figures and why.

Rosso: Can't we try to get the coal people together before the hearing?

Lee: He stated that he thought Dow could once they got to the people involved.

(Note: I left meeting to go to court in Bay City at 1:30 p.m. in Echols
matter.)
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